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Most of the world relies on the ground hog to
inform them as to when spring approaches, but,
as usual, things are differen t in Rolla. Students
in Rolla rely on the coincid ental appearance of
snakes and shillela ghs on campus. Don't be

Ne w bud get incl ude s
cam pus exp ans•ion
By DAN GRUEN INGER

Chemical Engineering will
remain. IIi addition to these,
the buildings and grounds
will be made accessible to
the handicapped, and an
energy audit will be run over
the thirteen major campus
buildings to im prove the
energy efficienc y of the
campus. Black and Veach of
Kansas City working with
Hasting's & Chivetta of St.
Louis have drawn up some
elaborat e plans diagram ming the construction of
future buildings.

Part of a five-year plan to
renovate and remodel the
campus of University of
Missour i·Rolla is again
being put into effect this
year. Following a campus
plan as closely as possible,
the prelimin ary requests
have been made to the state
for 1982-1983 school year
appropriations.
Inflation, the skyrocketing
price of scientific equipment, and plans for
renovating and putting up
new buildings have all been
Program improve ment
taken into consideration in funds have been requested
the appropriations request. as well, adding to the
Hopeful of getting a capacity of the campus. An
proporti onal share. Joe engineering link with the
Wollard of UMR indicated UMSL campus for the Arts
that the figures were only and Science d~partment and
preliminary. "These figures Ozark Folklore for the
are just preliminary. All of Languag e and History
them, some of them, or more departm ents are just a
of them could stand up. couple of the new programs
These annual dollar amounts hoped . for in the future.
from the state first go to Polymer Engineering _(the
keep the building s in role of plastics) and the
existenc e, in operatio nal production and recovery of
condition. Then, money is liquid nitro-helium are other
appropriated to renovate or projected services.
construct parts of or whole
"What you have to
new buildings."
remember about all this,
The cnmplet ion of the though, is that they have
Math and Computer Science money, and if they don't the
Building along with con- it to us, we have to wait give
struction of a new Mineral the following year to until
Engineering Building are the again, and that could setask
primary targets for the 1982- behind a year," said us
83 budget. After Fulton Hall Wollard, "but eventually, Joe
is complet ed, the Civil should get it all done, we
Enginee ring, Electric al once we do, UMR is goingand
to
Engineering, Harris Hall, be a very nice campus
to be
and the completion of the OD."

comput er applica tions
ranging from detennining
the number and sizes of
shaded regions on an encoded map to the break-even
analysis of a manufacturing
operation .

A team of students from
the University of MissouriRolla took first place in the
fifth
annual
Nationa l
Scholast ic Program ming
Contest, held in conjunction
The UMR team finished all
with the Associat ion for
Comput ing Mach ine ry six problems with time to
(ACM ) Computer Science spare. Second place Rice
Conference in s t. Louis last Univers ity finished five
problem s . Washin gton
week.
University took third place.
The team of four students All programming was done
beat twenty-one other teams in 1966 ANSI FORTRAN.
from the eleven regions in
Arlan DeKock, associate
the country. All computer
science majors, the team professo r of compute r
science, was the team admember s were: Cathy
Pyron, a senioi' from Rolla; visor. He said, " The team
Jim Simmons, a senior from members worked hard in
both the regional and
Florissant; Mike Richey, a
national
competitions and
graduate student from St.
Louis; and Chris Freund, a deserve our congratulations.
sophomore from Springfield. Their work reflects well on
the university."

confused, those rather large (and numero us)
divots that you see on campus are not the marks
of the Mad Golfer i they are signs that spring
(and St. Pat) is on the way. (Photo by Gieseke)

The UMR team was the
only team to successfully
complete the assignment of
six programs. The programs
presented a broad range of

In addition to winning the
trophy, UMR received an
MDS 225 micropr ocessor
develop ment
system
donated by INTEL Corp.
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as su lts co mm itt edlas t 'ye ar
By BARBAR A YAEGER

In 1980, three rapes and
four . sexual miscond uct
reports were filed with the
Rolla City Police Department. There were no rapes
reported to the Campus
Police.
Despite
this
relatively small number of
reported attacks, women on
the UMR campus should
remain aware of the
possibility of rape and keep
precautionary measures in
mind.
Accordi ng to Major
Stanley R. Weyrauc h,
Assistan t Chief of Rolla
Police, rape is one of the
least reported crimes. The
FBI National .Crime Index
estimates 80-90 percent of
rapes
go
unrepor ted.
Weyrauch believes this is
because of the psychological
beating the victim takes.
Therefore no one knows the
true number of rapes that
occur.
Statistically, 95 percent of
all' rapes are preplanned.

Weyrauch worked with the
Rape Squad in St. Louis for
several years and said that
95 percent of the cases he
dealt with had been planned
at least 24 hours in advance ;
In the majority of rapes, the
victim knows the perpetrator. Their knowledge of
each other does not have to
be intimate - the rapist
could see the victim in the
grocery store each week.
Directly related to this is the
fact that one third of all
rapes take place in the
victim's home. At home the
victim is naturally more at
ease and therefore more
easily taken off guard.
According to Weyrauch,
the rapist has four elements
in his mind when he attacks
someone . He wants to
humiliate, defile, degrade
and gain mastery over his
victim. His drive, therefore ,
is mostly psychological and
emotional, not physical. His
primary
motive
is
aggression, not sex. Most
rapists will commit more

than one rape. After the warns against becomin g
sexual act, the rapist may be paranoid since less than 'h
physically satisfied, but his percent of the population are
mind and its psychotic need rapists.
to degrade women are not
The Campus Police
satisfied.
sponsor a rape prevention
program that is available to
Major
Weyra uch any campus organization.
sugge sted
severa l The program consists of
precautionary measures to films
and ' discussi on
take. At home, be aware of presented by Officers Cathy
someone you know who Stewart and Mike Orlando.
keeps showing up in places They have talked in dorthey
shouldn 't
be; mitories , sororitie s and
remember most rapes are other organizations in the
planned ahead of time. When past and can be contacted at
you are away from home, the Campus Police Departbeware of strangers. He ment by anyone interested.
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THURSDAY

TUESDAY

TONIGHT'S MOVIE
The Great Film Series presents "Orchestr a Rehearsal," at 7: 30
p.m. In the M.E _Audltorlum _Admission IS$2 or season tlcket_

CHI EPSILON
There will be a general meeting for Chi Epsilon on March 10 at 4:30
In Room 117 C.E. Bldg . All members and pledges are urged to attend.

tNTERCOLLEGIATE KNIGHTS
There will be a meeting of the Intercollegiate Knights Thursday,
March 5 at 7 :00 p _m . The meeting will be In the Mark Twain Room .
Pledges are welcome, pictures will be taken after the meeting .

UMR TARGET PISTOL CLUB
The UMR Target Pistol Club will meet from 6 : 30 to 8:30 p .m . on
Tuesday and Thursday evenings. Meetings will be In the ROTC range,
T -2 (behind t~ library) . Pistols are prov ided and ammunition Is
available for purchase. All students, faculty and staff are welcom'e.
Come loin up and enloy target shooting for practice and In
competition .

S_H.P _E .
The Soc iety of Hispanic Professional Engineers will hold a meeting
tonight In the Ozark Room Inside University Center West at 7: 00 p.m .

UMR SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB
The final meeting of the year of the UMR Sport Parachu te Club will
be ton ight In room G-5 of Humanities building at 7: 00 p.m . Films
shown, m emberships t aken, season's first jump planned , and
experi enced sk y divers will be on hand to answer quest ions . So, any
Interested persons and all -old members are urged to attend!!

FRIDAY
T .G.I.F.
TKE, Sig Ep, and PiKA Little Sisters w i ll be sponsoring an all
campus T .G.I.F . at SI9 Ep on Friday, March 6. starting at 2: 00 p.m .
Come over, get psyched, and practice for the best ever.

PRE-ST. PAT'S BASH
Come to Phi Kappa Theta's third annual "Party Before the Party"
wh i ch will be held Friday, March 6, from 8 p.m . till a .m. at 707 State
Street. Plenty of St. Pat's type beverages will be on hand to help
celebrate the last weekend before the best ever!

ANS
The UMR student branch of the American Nuclear Society will have
a meeting on March 10 at 7:00 p.m. In Room 114 of the Civil
Engineering Building .

SME
The Society of Mining Engineers will have a meeting Tuesday,
March 10 at 7:30 p.m. in the Mining Buildi ng, Room 107. Our guest
speaker wHi be Mike Walters. Mike Is from MCO. He will give a talk
about hydraulic roof bolting .

WEDNESDAY
THETA TAU CASINO NIGHT
Wednesday, March 11, Theta Tau Omega will hold Its annual Casino
Night at the National Guard' Armory from 7: 30-12 : 00. Donations will
be 52 .25 In advance or 52 .50 at the door . All proceeds will go to the
Rolla Juvenile Detention Center .

UMR MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
The UMR Management ASSociation (ASEM·AIIEl, will hold a
meeting on March 11 , 1981 , Wednesday, in the afternoon, In the ME
auditorium . Be watching for flyers for the specific time. All members
welcome ; refreshments will be served .

MSM SPELUNKERS' CLUB
The MSM Spelunkers' Club is making plans for the spring outing.
Come to a meeting any Wednesday at 6 : 15 in 305 Norwood. There will
be no meeting next week due to St. Pat's.

NODAY
RHA ST _PAT'S-A-GRAM
Hurry and buy your St. Pat'a-gram this week . On sale now through
March 11. In front of the hockey puck, sponsored by RHA. Green
carnations $1.00 each , 2 for $1.75. Weeds $.39.

SATURDAY
PAJAMA PARTY
Don't miss Sigma Nu's 2nd annual " Paiama Pa r t y" which starts at
8: 30 p .m . ' till 1 : 00 a.m . on Saturday, March 7th . Get in t he St . Pat's
sp ir it and dress appropriate, P .J.'s or Long Johns. Plenty of your
favor ite beverage wi ll be on hand and all proceeds w ill be donated t o
Theta T au.
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The MIssouri MIner Is the official publication of the students of
the University of MIssourI at Rolla_ It Is publlsbed weekly at
Rolla, MIssourI_1be MIssourI MIner features activities of the

, LAST CALL FOR SOUTHWIND'S SUBMISSION
Those students who have graphic or photography works they wish to
submit to t his year ' s Southwinds Magazine can 'call 'V ic for graphics
(artwork) at 364·1963, or Paul for photography at 364-9792. All artwork
and photography will be returned before the end of the semester .

M I SSOURI GRANT CHECKS-1981 SPRING
At this point it appears that a percentage r eduction of each Missour i
Grant will be implemented . This reduction will probably be from 7
per cent to 9 percent .
Hopef ull y t hese checks should be here arouno April 1, 1981. As soon
as the checks for th e 1981 spring sem ester arrive announcem'ents will
be made.

'

M aril yn K olbet

364-844 1

Business Manager

D aryl Seck

364-9792

Managing Editor

Chris Ransom

34 1-28 1<1

'Faculty A dvisor

C urtis Adams
341 -4809
A dvertising D i rector
Cynthia Monds
364-8989
Advertising Sales Staff: Dean H utson, Marvis Ridgely.

J ohn Daniel

Lyons, Doug Mosley, Dave Roberts.

THE MISSOURI MINER
T-l,341-4235
U niversity of MIssourI-JWlla
Rolia, M O 65401
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ENGINEER IN TRAINING EXAMINATION
Each year members ot the UMR faculty volunteer their services to
review the various areas covered on the EIT Examination. Sessions
will be held on the UMR campus on the following nights :
Tues., March 17, 7-10 p.m., ME Aud., Electrical Circuits & E.E .Prof . Nau .
Thu!:.-.. March 19, 7·10 p.m. , CE Aud., Fluid Mechanlcs-f'rof.
Bayless.
Tues ., March 24, 7·10 p.m ., ME Aud., Mathematics-Or. Scrivner.
Thur., March 26, 7-10 p.m " CE Aud., Strength of MaterlalSr-Dr.
Parry .
Tuesday, March 31, 7·10 p.m., ME Aud., Heat Power & M .E.-Dr.
Sauer.
Wed ., April 1. 7-10 p.m ., ME Aud ., Statics & Dynamics-or.
Hornsey .
Thur. , April 2, 7-10 p.m ., CE Aud ., Engineering Economy-Prof .
Roberts .
The EIT E x amination will be given Saturday, April 11, 1981.
Separate questions may not be offered in physics and chemistry but
these subjects will be included in other questions .
A list stating each applicant's name and room number will be
posted the day before the exam in the Civil Engineeri ng Building , in
the ha II across from Room 111.
Copies of this schedule are available in CE 111 .

-Annie Klein & 1928

:Sports Staff : Marc Schrank, Dave Jones, Dan Brown, Kevin
Photo Editor
D ave Caswell
Photographers: Rick Bee, Eric G iescke, Doug Meyer.

JiJlI L~
housing
forced by

Accessories By:

Mar y Ford
364-5290
Features Editol
Features Sta ff: Bob Koe nig, Dave Wi lliams, Laura Bender, A I
Oakes, Jack ie G r iggs. Tom L avent ure
Sports Editor

MAY GRADUATES
If you will be completing requirements for a degree at the end of the
spring semester, you should make application for that degree by
going to the Registrar's Office at your earliest convenience. 'The
Registrar's Office will not be able to Include you with other students
finished undergraduate and graduate degrees on May 17 unless you
make application wllh Lauren Peterson .

It's Springtime at
The Fashion Shop

News Editor
Paul B r aun
364-9792
-News Staff : C hris Noonan, Ken Hardy,
Suzy
Brun er , Danny Gruen inger, John Johnson, Ba rba ra Yaeger.

ByBM

The r
NOTICE TO ALL JULY AND DECEMBER GRADUATES
The UMR Placement Office has scheduled an Interview season
especially for July 1981 and December 1981 grads. This period will be
from April 14 through May 8. No other graduates will be permitted to
InterView during this special period.
We expect to have at least 100 employer firms com'e In for
Interviews at this time. As of February 12, 62 have reserved Interview
dates In this period and have requested a total of 124 Interview
schedules .
If you are a July or December graduate you are welcome to sign for
lob Interviews during the regular spring season now under way .
However we hope you will take advantage of this special 'opportunity
in April and May. It will allow earlier employer contacts and more
time for plant visits and final negotiation with the right employers. It
will also save overcro)Nding on the interview schedules next fall.

. ~~~~~~K?~
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students and faculty of UMR_

Edit~r

HORSEMANSHIP COURSE
UMR's athletic department has been making an effort to provide
opportunities for students to learn more about non-team sports and
develop personal skIlls in this type of activity. Horsemanship, a
course offered for the first time last fall, Is conducted both In the
classroom and at the Rolla Arena, a facility about five miles north of
Rolla where the horses are stabled (II Includes an Indoor arena) and
students may learn the more practical side of the sport.
.
Horsemanship will be offered again during the spring semester.
Because of the probability of Inclement weather, It will not begin until
March and will be offered on both Tuesday and Thursday afternoons
until the end of the semester . Those wishing more Information about
course fees, renting horses, stabling their own horses or other detailS,
Should contact the UMR athletic department, Bullman Multi-Purpose
Building, Rolla, Mo . 65401 (phone 341-4175).
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Fo,m e, RHA mana ge' -

Lynch co nt in ue s gr ie va nc e fig ht
By BARBARA YAEGER
Jim Lynch, former RHA
housing manager , may be
forced by financial problems
to give up his attempt to
regain that position through
the Univers ity Grievan ce
Procedur e. Lynch was fired
last November by Jess Zink,
director
of
Auxiliar y
Enterpri ses.

dismissal, " ... Employe e
dissensi on,
departm ent
disruption, open criticism
perpetua ted on minute, daily
operational concerns , lack of
positive
support
and
hesitancy to cooperate, open
criticism of the Director
reflecting insubordination,
describe some of the activity
:elated to yo~ personal
mvolvement .. .

supervisor, Joseph Wollard.
After receiving a reply from
Wollard ' supportin g Zink's
action, Lynch appealed to
Library Director Ron
Bobley, who had been appoirited Campus Grievanc e
Represen tative for this case
by the Chancellor. Bobley
also upheld Zink's decision to
termina te Lynch's employment.

The reasons for his'
. dismissal were listed in a
letter from Zink to Lynch
informin g him of his

Upon learning of his
dismissal, Lynch initiated
the Univers ity Grievan ce
Procedur e. His first step was
to contact Zink's immedia te

Lynch then turned to
Jackie McClair, University
Grievance Represen tative in
Columbia. In her final letter
to Lynch, Ms. McClair

MISSOURI MINER
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states, " ... Mr. Bobley's
conclusion that there are
major philosop hical differences between your approach and his approach to
the
adminis tration
of
students is clearly supporte d

"

In the meantim e Lynch
had applied for and was
receivin g unemplo yment
compen sation, which the
University challenged at a
hearing before an Appeals
Tribunal of the Missouri
Division of Employ ment
Security. At the end of this
hearing (at which both Zink
and Lynch testified) , the
Tribunal concluded, "It is
found that the . claiman t
(Lynch) was discharg ed on
November 14, 1980, and that
the reasons advanced by the
employer do not in themselves or collectively constitute miscond uct. It is
accordingly found that the
claimant was discharg ed on
November 14, 1980, but not '
for misconduct connected
with his work." The Tribunal
therefor e upheld Lynch' s

ElY re vie w sessions pla nn ed
SOURCE :OPI
Seven evening review
sessions for the Engineer-lnTraining (EIT) Examina tion
April 11 will be presente d by
University of Missouri-Rolla
faculty beginning March 17.

There is no charge.
Sessions will be held from
7 to 10 p.m. on the following
dates :

Robert Nau, professor of
electrica l engineering, Miles
Auditori um , Mechan ical
Engineer ing Building.

Tuesday , March 17 Electric al circuits and
electric al enginee ring,

Thursday , March 19
Fluid mechan ics , Jerry
Bayless, associate professor

FEPA pro tec ts fel7Jaies
Submitte d By
LARRY NUSS
Director of UMR
Placeme nt Office
Do you know that you are
protecte d
by
Federal
Legisl ation agains t
question s regardin g your
personal life during a job
interview?
The Fair Employ ment
Practices Act prohibits such
questions as "Do you have a

boy friend? " , " What are
your marriage plans? " and
"How do you feel about dual
career mar riages? "
The UMR Placeme nt
Office has had recent
complaints from our women
seniors involvin g such
questions in their job interviews and in one instance
during a plant visit. We want
all of our women students to
know their rights in matters
of fair employm ent, equal

Antique cars needed .
SOURCE: OPI
Anyone who owns one or
more antique cars is invited
to display them at the annual
University of Missouri-Rolla
St. Pat's parade Saturday ,
March 14.
Judging for the car show
will take place from 1: 30 to 3

p.m. There will be ten
classes. Entry fee for the
show is $6 per car.
For further information
about ' either the parade or
show events, write George
Swancutt, Route 4, Box 56,
Rolla, or Memoryville USA,
Rolla, Mo. 65401. (Phone:
314-364-1810) .

opportunity and affirmati ve
action.
A campus-wide meeting of
all UMR women students is
schedule d for Thursda y
night, March 5 at 8: 00 p.m . in
the Civil Enginee ring
auditorium. Dr. Robertson,
Dean of Students , and
members of the Placeme nt
Center staff will discuss Fair
Employ ment
Practic e
legislation, example s of job
interview questions which
are illegal, and the best ways
to counter such questions
during a job interview . UMR
faculty, staff, and other
concerned individuals are
invited to attend this
meeting.

1_,.

Continu ing with the
Grievan ce Procedu re,
Lynch's next move was to
have been an appeal to a
three-m ember grievanc e
committ ee. Lynch was to
choose one member, the
University another, and th~
third was to be' agreed on by
both parties . This third
member was to have been a
professi onal arbiter from
Federal Mediation Services
in Washington, D.C., whose
costs were to be shared
equally by Lynch and the
Universi ty.
According to Lynch, his
share of these costs, including half the travel and
living expenses of the arbiter , would have been
around $1,000. In addition,
Lynch's attorney would
require a $2,000 retainer
before agreeing to represen t
him at the grievanc e com!llittee hearings .
It was at this juncture that
Lynch's mounting financial
difficult ies thr eatened to
bring the procedur e to an
abrupt halt.

Lynch still feels that he
has sufficien t grounds to
continue his fight for reinstatem ent. He feels Zink's
Tuesday , March 24 Mathema tics, Jack Scriv-' list of r easons for his .
dismissal were generalit ies,
ner, associate professor of
mathe matics , Miles noting he was informed of
specifics only after he was
Auditorium.
well into the Grievan ce
Procedur e and therefore had
Thursday , March 26 Strength of materia ls, no real chance to defend
As
Myron Parry, associat e himself .
to
his
professo r of enginee ring
mecha nics,
Civil
Engineer ing Auditorium.
of civil engineering, Civil
Engineer ing Auditorium.

Wednesday, April 1 Statics and dynamic s,
Edward
E.
Hornsey ,
associat e professo r of
enginee ring mechan ics,
Miles Auditorium.
Thursda y , Apr il 2
Enginee ring economy , J .
Kent Roberts, professor of
civil engineer ing, Civil
Engineering Auditorium.

MINER
APPRECIATION
SPECIAL
3 Carnations/$1.75
Cash & Carry thru March 7, 1981

!QUALITY GLEANERS
I

EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED
108 W. 7th Street Rolla, Mo. 65401

"philosophical differences"
with Zink, he said his
philosophy was well defined
to Zink when he was hired in
August of 1979 and .that
played a major factor in his
employment:
Many students living in the
Quad, both residents and
R.A.'s, were incensed over
the firing of Lynch. On
November 6, 1980, a letter to
the editor appeared in the
Miner signed by 222 concerned residents of RHA.
After hearing of Lynch's
financial predicam ent, RHA
presiden t Larry William s
tried to initiate a fund raiser
to help Lynch obtain the
money needed to continue
the grievanc e procedur~, but
Williams learned that it is
against' University policy to
raise money for private use.
Many students , however ,
plan to privately donate to a
fund for Lynch.
The Board of Governors of
RHA have presente d Lynch
with an engraved plaque in
apprecia tion of his work for
the Quad. The inscription
reads, " In recognition of
Tim Lynch. For his superior
work
as
the
Quad
Residen tial Hall Housing
Manager 1979-80. A man who
stood up for what was
morally right despite adverse opinions. The students'
welfare was his primary
concern. We admire and
respect the sacrifice s he
made." Lynch said of the
plaque, " it meant more to
me and m y wife than
anything else ... an expression of persona l appreciation."

Tuesday , March 31 Heat, power and mechani cal
engineering, Harry J. Sauer
Jr., professor of mechani cal
and aerospac e engineering,
Miles Auditorium.

I'm just running . this ad
so I can get a cheaper ad
for St. Pat's.

20 DIH.,en t

right to collect unemployment compensation.
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Irish professor to visit UMR during St. Pat's
SOURCE:OPI

will give two lectures and a
seminar
in
chemical
Dr. John J. Kelly, dean, engineering. He will be
faculty of engineering and honored as an honorary
architecture, University knight of the Order of St.
College, Dublin, will be a Patrick during UMR's St.
visiting professor at the Pat's celebration.
University of Missouri-Rolla
The visiting professor will
March 11-25.
Kelly's visit to UMR is lecture on solids drying to a
sponsored by the UMR senior chemical engineering
Center for International design class March 16 and 17
Programs and the Visiting and on S02 scrubbing to a
chemical
engineering
Professor Program.
During his stay in Rolla, he graduate seminar March 18.

Dr. Kissinger will
discuss world aHairs
SOURCE:OPI

Dr. Bobby G. Wixson,
director of the UMR Center
for International Programs,
said that Dr. Kelly will meet
with UMR administrators
and engineering faculty
members. "We hope to
establish closer linkage
between our two universities, with a possible exchange program," he added.
Five students from the Irish
institution were on the UMR
campus last year for
graduate work in chemical
engineering.
Kelly earned his B.E.
degree (chemical) and

Ph.D. degree at the
University College in Dublln.
He worked in industry
several years before joining
the chemical engineering
faculty at his alma mater in
1963. He became statutory
lecturer
in
chemical
engineering,
in
1976 and assumed his current
position as dean in 1979. He
was a Fulbright visiting
professor at the University
of Maryland in 1969-70.

Ireland and this country.
Among his many professional activities are chairman of
the Irish Branch of the
Institution of Chemical
Engineers;
Irish
representative on the
Committee on Computer
Applications In Chemical
Engineering Education of
the U.S. National Academy
of Engineering; member of
the Editorial Advisory Board
for the Encyclopedia of
Chemical Processing and
He is a member of a Design; member of the
number of engineering Standing Committee on
professional societies in "Careers in Chemical

Engineering"
of
the
Institution of Chemical
Engineers; director,
Gaeltarra
Plastic
Engineering . Teoranta,
Annagry, Co. Donegal.
He is the author of a
number
of
technical
publications and is co-editor
and co-author (with UMR
-Chancellor Joseph Marchello) of a textbook, "Gas
Solids Separation for Air
Quality Control," published
by Marcel Dekker, New
York, in 1975.
Kelly will be accompanied
by his wife and four children.

Since
leaving
the
Department of State, he has
been on the faculty of
Georgetown University. He
also is special consultant for
world affairs for NBC, a
senior fellow of the Aspen
Institute, chairman of the
International Advisory
Kissinger, who will speak Committee of the Chase
at 8 that evening in the Gale Manhattan Bank, consultant
Bullman
Multi-Purpose to Goldman Sachs and
Building on campus, is the director of the Foreign
third internationally Policy Association.
prominent person to appear
From 1954 until 1971 ,
at UMR through the series. Kissinger was on the faculty
Former President Gerald R. of Harvard University in the
Ford and pianist Leonard department of government
Pennario are previous and at the Center for
participants.
International Affairs. He
Kissinger served as holds B.A., M.A. and Ph.D.
secretary of state from 1973 degrees from Harvard.
The Remmers Special
to 1977 and aiso was assistant
to the president for national Lecturer-Artist Series is
security affairs from 1969 to supported through a fund set
1975. He received the Nobel up by UMR alumnus Walter
Peace Prize in 1973 and the E. Remmers and his wife.
Admission to Kissinger's
Presidential Medal of
Freedom, this nation's lecture is by ticket only.
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Want to be a Catholic PRIEST or
SISTER? Ages 20 to 50. Contact
Father Nigro, Gonzaga University,
Spokane, WA 99258 .

KMt TKE
MIDNIGHT MADNESS
BREAKFAST

DON'T ATTEMPT ST. PAT'S ON AN
EMPTY STOMACH! Delightful
biscuits & gravy breakfast following
THETA TAU CASINO NIGHT
• Wed., March 11th, 11:00 p.m. -2:oo
a .m. at TKE.

Proceeds Towards St.
Jude's Children's Hospital
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Dr. Henry A. Kissinger
will discuss the current state
of world affairs when he
delivers the third in the
Remmers Special LecturerArtist Series Monday, March
9, at the University of
Missouri-Rolla.

Tickets $1.50 in advance, $1.75 at
door, on sale on campul March 9th
& 10th.
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St . Pa tric k to du b se ve n Ho no rar y Kn igh ts
SOURCE :OPI

preparin g 300 to 400 corsages
for the costume ball and
formal dance that were both
big events of the weekend.
These days, the floral emphasis is on table and
platform decorations.
Joe Mooney is a native of
St. Louis. He received his
early educatio n in St. Louis,
was a member of the Class of
1939 at UMR, and served as a
B-24 navigato r in Europe
during World War II. He was
awarded the professi onal
degree , manage ment
engineer , by UMR in 1975.
Through the years, his
activities with the MSMUMR Alumni Associat ion
have encompa ssed all the
offices il) the St. Louis
section, and service as a
director and vice presiden t
of the national group. He is
immedia te past presiden t of
lhe MSM-UMR Alumni
Association and currently is
a member of the Executiv e
Commit tee
of
that
organization.
"

At formal ceremon ies
Friday, March 13, seven
alumni, faculty and friends
of the Universi ty of MissouriRolla will be dubbed
Honorary Knights of the
Order of St. Patrick at 9 p.m.
in the Gale Bullman MultiPurpose Building.
Honorar y Knights are
chosen each year by the
student members of the st.
Pat's Board in recognition of
distinguished selYice to the
St. Pat's, celebration, the
UMR
students ,
the
University, commun ity or
the engineering profession.
Recipients of this honor
are: Mrs. Mary Williams,
Cedar Grove Road, Rolla,
owner of Sunny Wall
Flowers; Joseph W. Mooney,
7383 Westm orelan d,
University City, Insuranc e
executive and chartere d life
underwr iter with New York
Life Insuranc e Co.; Frank H.
Mackam an, Route 6, Rolla,
executiv e vice presiden t
In these positions he adMS M - U M R
A I u m n i ministers annual alumni and
Associat ion and director , develop ment fund camUMR Alumni-Development; paigns, current records for
John Joseph Kelly, Dublin, ' some 27,000 alumni (inIreland, dean, faculty of eluding st. Pat' s parenginee ring
and
ar- ticipant s), and handles
communications
between
chitectu re, Univers ity the
institution and alumni
College, Dublin; Melvin E .
Carnahan , Route 1, Rolla- a~d friends of the U~yer
Jefferso n City, Missour i ~lty. Thelatterr~ponslbillty
state treasure r; Harold E. - mcludes .approxlmately 50 to
Atwell, Rolla, presiden t and 75,000 miles of travel around
owner, BCI Corp.; and the country each year.
Dewey Allgood, Route 1,
Frank Mackam an is a
Rolla, professo r of physical native of Des Moines, la.
education, UMR.
Mackam an began his
Mrs. Williams has been career in alumni work at his
providing floral decorations alma mater and directed
for the st. Pat's celebration several of Drake's alumni
for the past 25 years. At first, and development activities.
a major chore each year was He came to UMR in 1968 and

is ]lOW executiv e vice
presiden t of the MSM-UMR
Alumni Associat ion and
director
of
AlumniDevelopment for the Rolla
campus.
Harold E . Atwell was born
in St. Louis but is a graduate
of Rolla High School. He
served four years with the
U.S. Air Force, in communications, then earned his
B.S, degree in electrica l
engineering from UMR in
1956.
Atwell
worked
for
McDonnell Douglas in St.
Louis for 11 years and for
Electronic Communications
Inc., in St. Petersbu rg, Fla.,
for three years, In 1970 he
organize d BCI Corp. in
Rolla. He is currentl v

presiden t and owner of the
firm, which he describes as a
wood truss engineering and
manufac turing
company .
John Kelly is a true II ishman, He was born in County
Down in Northern Ireland
and was educated in Dublin.
He earned his B.E . degree
(chemical) from University
College in Dublin and his
Ph.D. degree from the same
institution.
Dr. Kelly spent a year as a
Fulbrigh t visiting professor
at the Univers ity of
Marylan d in 1969-70 and is
currentl y
a
visiting
professor at UMR, March 1125.
Mel Carnaha n was born in
Birch
Tree
(Shanno n

County). He received his
B.A. degree in government
and business administ ration
from George Washing ton
Univers ity and his J.D.
degree from the University
of Missouri-Columbia School
of Law. He served a tour of
duty IrIthe U.S.' Air Force as
a special agent for the office
of special investigation and
has been a practicin g attorney and business man in
Rolla for the past 20 years.
Carnaha n was elected to
two terms in the Missouri
General Assembly and was
majority floor leader in the
House of Represen tatives
during his second term. Last
November he was elected
Missour i State Treasur er

and is currently serving in
that office in Jefferson City.
Dewey Allgood was born in
Jackson, Minn. He received
his first college degree from
North Dakota State, Fargo,
and lettered in four sports
(baseba ll ,
basketb all,
football and track) while an
undergra duate at the school.
'·During his 3O-plus years at
UMR, Allgood has served at one time or another - as
head coach of basketball,
golf, and football, and is
currentl y head coach of
cross country and track,
When he first came to UMR
he was in charge. of intramuraI s and Is now serving his second term as
director of that activity.
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SIRLOIN STOCKADE®

Chicken Fried Steak Dinner

.-------------------------------,
!
$2
- 29
I

! served Chicken Fried Steak Dinner

Z

~ toast.

with Baked Potato or Fries and thick Stockade (')

8

Coupon must be presented.

I

Offer good throug h-Marc h 26, 1981

I

I
I
I

g

~
.

I
I
I
I
L - - ____ ____ __ cOUPON - - - - - - - - - - - - - ....I

~

Not valid in combination with other offers.
Offer good only at SIRLOIN STOCKADE
1401 Martin Spring Drive

Sh aft

Sa loo n

Come On Down To

Th e Min e Sha ft
Open Mon. thru Sat" 11:30 to 1:30 a.m.
Monday Night 9-12 Men's Night
Wednes day Night 9-12 ladies Night
Fluid Flow lob 1107 Friday Afternoo n 2-5

POOL , PINBALL , FOOSEBALL, SPACE GAMES
DARTS, CHESS, CHECKERS AND BACKG AMMO N
LUNCH WITH SALAD BAR

.......-----------------------------------

11·2 p.m. Served Daily

1107 Pine Rollo , MO 65401 ; Ph. -364·4334
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Student opinions-

Rve year engineering prograllJ By NANCY JONES
Student Opinion Poll No. 4
was held Tuesday, February
24 with 525 students participating (9.3 percent of the
UMR student population.)
Poll results :
1. Today's military Is
becoming seriously undennanned due to low pay

and poor benefits for servicemen. Do you think
Congress ought to increase
benefits for servicemen even
if it means an increase in
taxes or a cut in another
section of the defense
budget?
Yes - 74 percent
No - 26 percent

omments
The U~Center:

The majority of UMR
students seem to believe the
major problem with today's
anned forces ts the lnabillty
to attract and keep qualifled
personnel, which could be
rectified through higher pay
and better benefits.

a nine-digit zip code either
because they just don't want
tha~ many digits or they
believe that the change
would not improve, or could
possibly even hinder the
efficiency of the postal
service.

2. Would you favor a ninedigit zip code to improve the
efficiency of the postal
service?
Yes - 45 percent
No - 54 percent
UMR stmlents did not favor

3. In light of America's
technological breakthroughs
and industry's increased use
of sophisticated equipment,
do you think the B.S. in
engineering should be expanded to a five year

shrinking to meet
expanding student need

',""

I graduate'

program to include more
technical courses?
Yes - 39 percent
No - 60 percent
This question was suggested
by a student on an earlier
poll. We find a majority do
not favor expansion of the
B.S. in engineering to five
years . Several people
mentioned it already takes
five years for many of us.
Some who were in favor
qualified this with "after I
graduate."
4. Would you prefer to take a
class using the videotape
method as in CompoScI. 73 or
the mass lecture method of
Chem. I?
Video - 25 percent
Mass - 69 percent
Neither (written in) - .5
percent
Most students exhibited a
preference for a professor
"in the flesh" even if the
class is too large for much
discussion.

No - 18 percent
Since this is a predominantly
Christian country, these
results were to be expected.
It is interesting to note that
several students who believe
Jesus Christ is the Son of God
do not believe in Satan, and
vice versa.
7. What is your favorite
musical group or artist?
1. Styx - 5.3 percent
2. REO - 4.8 percent
3. Eagles - 4.0 percent
4. Beatles - 3.3 percent
Billy Joel - 3.3 percent
3.0
5. Supertramp percent
i1. Neil Diamond - 2.5
percent
Rush - 2.5 percent
7. Led Zepplin - 2.3
percent
.
Most of these regularly tour
the Midwest. The groups not
listed include a surprising
number of jazz-rock and
Christian rock groups.
The Student Opinion Poll is
held every Tuesday from
8:30 a.~. to 3:30 p.m. either
by the Hockey Puck or in the
U. Center-West lobby. It is
sponsored by · the Baptist
Student Union and the
. Miner. All students are
welcome to participate.

Like many of you I have
It seems he was showing a money on new stuff while better service for the
afternoon classes several faculty candidate around the protesting that decent students thanks to closer ties
the
University.
days a week this semester, campus (the academic service to the University with
and also like a lot of you I version of a "plant trip") Community
is
"un- Anybody out there need a
textbook for Thenno I?
don't have a TV of my very and about 4:30 decided to profitable" ? Don't ask me In the time I've been a
own, so after class I often drift over to the Student maybe they need quick
wander over to the student Union for coffee and some depreciation so the center student here, enrollment has
gone up more than 40 percent
center to watch M-A-S-H or' 'Aa.~Aa~A...~Aa·~Aa-~~-~"
while space available for
the evening news. A few
There always seems to be plenty of money
student activities has
weeks ago, desiring a cold
declined, student services 5. Do you believe Jesus
beverage that wouldn't taste
for new construction as long as it promises
have been curtailed and the Christ is the Son of God?
like an aluminum can, I
more profits. But decent service? That's too
U-center has never shown a
Yes - 85 percent
wandered through the wide
expensive.
profit despite all the money
No - 10 percent
open, welcoming doors of
-Bob Koenig
sunk
(literally)
into
"our" cafeteria and started
"planning"
and
"im- 6. Do you believe in Satan?
to draw a glass of my second-'
... ,.
~
provements." Thanks a lot.
favorite. Just as I reached jawboning. Imagine his will operate at a loss.
Yes - 74 percent
for the handle, I was embarrassment when all
It seems the byword is to
arrested by a loud voice :he could offer the candidate maximize profits, minimize
yelling, "Sir, sir, excuse me, was coffee out of a machine! service. Conserve dollars?
we're only selling complete
The more I think about it Oh, no, there always seems
the madder I got. Isn't this to be plenty of money for new
dinners now I "
Get this - the place was supposed to be our Student construction as long as it
open for business, the stuff Union? I mean, don't we promises more profits. But
was all right there, but they subsidize that place? Why in decent service? That's too
weren't selling unless you the world have the services eXpensive. Somehow all the
wanted a full meal.
gone down hill and the money-making
projects
Now, this incident did deficits through the roof in never come up to their adhappen a while back and I the time I've been here?
vance billing (remember the
They spent who knows how glowing expectations for the
have to admit that at the
209 W. 8th
Rolla
364-8511
time I shrugged it off. After much to remodel the candy bookstore?) and we lose
all, I reasoned, there are counter to make it ·"self more money all the time.
sodas in the machines and service," grabbing off more
Ah yes, the bookstore they probably do make more space for it in the process,
0000
money this way, so what's but it still seems to take the
I
the difference? But since Same number of people to
Selling The Entire Line Of Ford And Lincoln Mercury Products
then I've had a conversation run it. They spent more to
We are the originator of the STUDENT PLAN. This plan enables a stuwith a faculty member who move the Gallery downstairs
shared with me another side from wherever it was updent before graduating to purchase a new vehicle and have small
of this subject.
stairs - why spend all that

....
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GET PSYCHED FOR ST. PAT'S
At The

209 TAVERN

You Are Cordially
Invited
To
A
Special Sale Of
Designer Jeans
and more .. .

monthy payments until you are on the job for one month. Call us for
details . Over 1000 cars sold from our dealership to graduating
students.
We also have daily, weekly or monthly rental cars.
Special finance plans designed for stuqents. New and
Used cars specially priced for students. Get our price on
what ever you want. Shop if you want. We aim to
please.
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Well, it's finally here folks. stuff. if you people buy their
The, Best St. Pa~'s Ever, St. products, they take their
Pat s. 1981. Tomght st. Pat profits (your money) right
and his court get elected and back out of town. However,
begin to make appearances when you buy from the st.
all around town. You can Pat's Board, yoUr money
meet ~im and his court at the comes right back at you. So
followmg four Belly-Ups :
think about whether you
want to spend your money
Friday, March 6 - At the for your own benefit or for
Pub Mobile, 10:00-1:00 a.m. somebody that you don't
(Band , no cover, and even know.
reduced prices)
Starting Monday is Follies
Saturday, March 7 - At
the Top Hat, 7:30-1:00 a .m. week. Here's this year's
schedule: (All follies take
(reduced prices all day)
Monday, March 9 - At place at the Hockey Puck
Bruno's, 10:00-1:00 a.m. starting at 12:30 p.m.)
(reduced prices)
Monday: Best Shillelagh
Tuesday, March 10 - At - male and female, Fullest
the Mineshaft, 10:00-1 :00 Beard - student and faculty,
a.m. (Band and no cover) Leprechaun Look-A-Like Come out and get psyched I male and female.
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A new addition to the Knighting ceremony this year is the St. Pat's Board
rescue submarine. The sub, currently residing behind Theta Xi, was
purchased after OSHA examined Alice for safety violations.
(Photo bv Bee)

It's been said before, but
I'm gonna say it again. The
only way the St. Pat's Board
can put on the 73rd Annual
St. Pat's is through the sale
of greenstuff. During the
celebration there will be
people from put of town
selling "imitation~' lU'een-

Tuesday : Most Buttons on
an '81 Sweatshirt, Most
Consecutive Years of Buttons, Oldest St. Pat's Button,
Most '81 Sweatshirts put on
in one minute, Most Stocking
Hats put on in one minute.
Wednesday: Best St. Pat's

Jingle, Greenest Person male and female, Novelty
Beard - students.
Everybody come on out
and participate (or just
watch) in all the fun in
getting ready for the EXTRAVAGANZA ! Again this
year the st. Pat's Board is
sponsoring an extravaganza
which includes 150 kegs of
beer, a band (Silver Star), a
greased pig contest, the hop,
skip and puke contest, 8
parachutists and the'!.
barrel chug for just 2.25.
However, if you wait to buy
your extravaganza mug
(your admittance ticket) at
the door, the price goes to
$3.00. Buy now and save
money. All this takes place
Thursday, March 12, 12-4
p.m. at Lions Club Park. Oh
yeah, the most important
point of all; there will be free
shuttle bus service provided
from the student union and
fraternity row every 'h hour;
so you won't have to drink
and then drivel Be there or
B2.
Aloha!

Alice, biomass and the energy crisis
By TOM LAVENTURE

was pushing his cart up Pine
Street but it wasn't until he
got closer that I realized
what he was calling for.
"Bottles."
"Cans ."
"Paper." "Biomass."
What?
Biomass?
Remembering that fivegallon bucket of "stuff" that
had been saved over the ~st
few weeks for Alice, I
quickly became frantic and
motioned the scrap man my
way.
His name was Gus, "Gus
from cross-town". He said he
would buy scrap biomass for
"twenty cents-a-pound."
This is' great I thought. I
must have thirty pounds of
this stuff! That's six bucksalmost enough for two more
lab books!

We quickly made the I got the Rolla franchise."
"How did you get that?"
exchange and I went on to
"It was awarded to me by
question him about biomass
the city council, and I got the
sales.
'Who buys this scrap industry wrapped up. Even
got a friend at the university
biomass?" I asked.
"Energy corporations, but
See BIOMASS
you got to be a dealer, ... and
Page 17

To all good things there
usually comes an end and
this too with the limitless
omnipresence
of
the
aromatic character of our
beloved Alice.
I was not surprised when I
heard of the move (draft?)
(persuasion?) to clean up
Alice. It was something I
expected would happen for a
long time - after all,
cleaning up Schuman Pond
has become an issue and it
would only be a matter of
giving you
want •••
time until they worked their
t is having a price cut. Specializing in
way down the list to Alice.
Men's Styling. Limited time only!
I
Now the idea of seeing my
friends (and you're next,
Reg. $8 & $10 Now for only . ..... $6 & $8 I
Frank) thrown into a lifeless
601 Kingshighwoy Rollo
364-7130 I
green slime of old tennis
shoes and beer, really
doesn't impress me, and I Ir!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!!'!!!!~
didn't go along with it at
first, that is until one morning about a week ago. I was
taking out the garbage when
over the background noise of
Pine Street I heard a voice.
122 W. 8th Street Rolla
A scrap products dealer

........
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-SANDWICHES -SALADS -SPAGHETTI.
-BEER -GYROS! SANDWICH

For .FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas
364-2669 or 364. 9878

ENGINEERS CHOSE US. (ALL CIVILIANS

elt was interesting work with computers, aircraft, jet engines and many
other kinds of equipment and accessories belonging to the Air Force {we
aren't recruiting for the military-we're
civilians}.
elt was our permanent location in
Oklahoma City, with moderate weather,
low cost living-especially for homes and
apartments, and a wide variety of lifestyles.
elt was our faster-than-average advancement to better-than-average pay,
benefits and long-range stability.

Alex Pizza Palace.
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11

ACtlp£_r THAT 600

CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE
FOR DETAILS OR WRITE TO:
Mr. Bill Hines
Employment Office
Oklo City Air LogistiCS Center
TinkerAFB , OKLA. 73145
we are on equal opportunity employer
,

__ .:.

~

the

.

oklahom~,

city air logistics center.. - ".

-
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Two gold stars

tit

Board of Curators rap session
By TOM LAVENTURE

I don't have much time so
PAY ATTENTION (just
don't think about that virgin
grateful
dead
album
SPINNING ACROSS THE
WALL).
If you missed tpe Board of
Curators rap session then
you missed your chance to
gripe at the people who make

"-,

\

the decisions around this
place.
If you made it to the
"Rap" session come over to
the Miner office on Monday
night and I will give you a
gold star.
If you made it to the "rap"
session and asked an obnoxious question come over
to the Miner office Monday
night and I will give you two

gold stars.
Don't forget the Dr.
Kissinger lecture next
Monday night. It is of course
formal (and in good taste to
~ear a rose boutonniere)
"Get prepared" for St.
Pat's especially the KMNR
Glitter Ball (which will be
the hippest event in the lower
half of the United States this
year. It will be adorned with

late 60's and early 70's music
pumped at you through the
cleanest P.A. system to ever
hit the UMR campus. No
expense or detail has been
slighted in this Glitter Balls'
production)and last but not
least, the second annual
Bluegrass Festival to be held
later this semester.
See you there
Tom
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Theta Tau holds
annual ~asino Night

:......1
'
'

Where were you Wednesday night of St. Pat's last
year? Theta Tau Omega will
hold its annual Casino Night
fundraiser from 7:30 p.m. to
midnight at the National
Guard Armory on Wednesday, March 11. For a
donation of $2.25 in advance
or $2.50 at the door anyone
can try their luck at craps,
black jack, wheel of fortune
and other casino-type games
of chance along with the
"jail." Prizes have been
donated by many Rolla
businesses. Guest dealers
are being recruited from
leaders.

KUBAN FANS ONLY

Heroism," "A Rosecate
for Monna," "For the
Long Road Ahead."
$5.95 ea.

B. KUban',

CATNOTE PADS
With the new telephone
,.._ _ _ _ _ _.,..... Catnote Pad, trained
operators on duty to
assist you
and wherever the calls
come in. For taking
messages, and leaving
notes and reminders by
the phone, a fresh styl
to lOin the series.
Second-color oran
throughout . ~.95 ea.

'~~~
Forum Plaza

that isa

and UMR faculty.
Proceeds from this year's
Casino Night will go to the
Rolla Juvenile Detention
Center. From last year's
Casino Night $1600 was
donated to - Phelps County
Memorial Hospital to furnish
a semiprivate room in the
new addition. Tickets will be
sold on campus or from any
Theta Tau Omega member
for $2.25 in advance or $2.50
at the door. Theta Tau
Omega would like to thank
everyone for their support in
helping Theta Tau help
Rolla.

364-5432
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THE MOST SOPHISTICATED TRAINING GROUND
FOR NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
ISN'T ON THE GROUND.
It's on a Navy ship .
'" The Navy has more experience with nuclear power than
anyone else in America. To date,
over 1.900 reactor-years of
nuclear power experience. With
a nuclear program like that, the
Navy has developed the most
comprehensive and sophisticated nuclear training available.
First, you'll get a full year of
advanced technical training . .
Outside of the Navy this program would cost you thousands.
In the Navy, we pay you.
As a commissioned officer,

you 'll have immediate decisionmaking authority supervising
highly trained personnel while
operating the most sophisticated nuclear propulsion plants
ever developed. You get important management responsibility fast. Because, in the
Navy, as your knowledge grows ,
so does your responsibility.
So if you're majoring in math ,
engin eering, or the physical j
sciences , send in the coupon .
And head for the most sophisti ·
cated training ground for nuclear engineering . .. the Navy.

r
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M ice to elephants as snakes are to Board Reps?
Well, folks, it has happened again, the ultimate
curse that anyone could
place upon this campus. Yeli,
I mean just what you are
thinking of ... SNAKES.
That's right. Snakes are
everywhere, on the ground,
up in the trees (they're
called tree snakes), and even
in some peoples' clothes.
What's really strange is
that this group of green
people, usually seen drunk
and-or chewing tobacco,
seems to consider themselves part of an elite group
at this institution of higher
education. Who am I
speaking of? Why of course,
the one and only (mainly
'cause no one else would
have them) St. Pat's Board
Reps.
Anyway, these fellers are
really afraid of these harmless little snakes that have
invaded our campus.
I did, I saw one early this
morning right out in the
middle of campus and he
was a jumpin' and a nollerin'
something ,fierce about this
little snake, like I said,
harmless little critter, but
that is another story to these
guys. .
Well this board rep keeps a
jumpin' and a screamin'
until, yes, it's a poor, mere
freshman, coming down the
campus mall from the
library carrying what looked
to be a tree.
After spotting this young
lad, the board rep, about
exhausted, screamed' from
the top of his lungs, FRESHMANNNNNNNNNNN. After
hearing this, the mere twig

of a freshman, carrying this
huge tree on his shoulders,
threw his books down, and
took off running after this
little snake as fast as he
could.
By
now , our
courageous board rep is
frantically hanging from the
nearest tree limb.
I saw then the awfullest
goin' on that I'd ever seen in
, my entire life, I did. That
freshman took his tree (they
seem to like to call them
shillelaghs here for some
rea~on . Oh, well) anyway, he
takes his tree and )leaves it
'way up above his head and
brings it down into the
ground and grrrrinds if into
the snake, (our board rep is
still screamin' from atop the
tree) . The lad takes his
portable tree again and
grrrinds some more and
smashes and slices and does
everything else imaginable
to that there critter, and all
this has to be done, just so we
can get them durn board
reps down out of our trees,
'cause sometimes there are
said to be snakes up in the
trees, by the way, these are
referred to as tree snakes,
and if you really want to see
a sight, just watch for the
day that you see a board rep
hangin' from a tree with
snakes on the ground below,
and then spots a couple from
above .. .

Every now and then, one of
them there board reps will
reach in his pocket and find a
snake and get soooo excited
thllt he will to!<s that little

critter way across campus
and it will take a good half
dozen of those tree-t,otin'
freshmen to calm him down.
Funny as this all sounds.

it's true, but I can't understand why no one has
ever let the board reps in on
the joke. It seems that
through all of these years,
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Oh, you need not worry
about finding snakes in your
clothes, they only inhabit the
darkest, gloomiest, eeriest
places to be found, yup, you
got it, right there in the
board rep ja<:ket pockets.

these silly board reps have
been getting all upset over no
more than a few mere little
rubber snakes ...

DAILY FIVE CENTS

ON CAMPUS· INTERVIEWS
MARCH 9
Newest Northrop
Fighter Advances
F-5 Family
March 24, 1980 Hawthorne, California
The IH.'\V ge nerat io n of :\orthl'()p'~ F·,-)
fami ly of low ~os t tactil'a l fig ht er aircraft.
the F-.-)(;, was announced at Hawthorne
toda~' , s tepping up a nearl~' ~tJ" ' l-ar
evolu tionar)' progT81ll 1'01' th e r()mpan~· .
The single-engined F-.-,(; was t'olll'pjn>d
to meet world defense needs toda,' a nd
through the I!!!!ti's, and offers an affordahle,
sUPP0l1 ab ie defensive s,'s tem that keeps
pare with the ('han~dng I'r4uil'pment:-. for
nat ional s(:>('ul'it ,\'.

1

1""1I 11
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On Sale In The Student Union

Stocking Caps-3.50
Sweatshirts-7.50
Hats-3.50 Garters-.75
Huggers-2.00
Drinking Jars-I.50
Buttons-.50
Bumperstickers-.25

March 1981
:\ort hroJ> Aircraft is s till dt':-..igning Clild
huilding high·perform,,"'ce HinTalt toda,'
in th e ('ompan~" :-; mile-long, mOdel'll t'OI~plex in Hawth orn e. California, For 4tJ
,n>ars. \,\;1;>\'(:' promoted the f.H'op ie a:o;sol'i·
a tl-d with our products and furnished
one oft he fin est benefits packages a,'ail·
,a hle in the industly inrluding educational
reimhursement for em pl o~'ef:'!"i in an

(l('-

nedited graduate studv program: a con·
ve nient savi ngs plan· for even' dollar
inves ted , :-iorthrop contribute;~)tJ per·
ce nt : a nd generous vaca ti ons· inrludin g
a week long Christmas holidav, ln add ition
to a crea ti ve work environmen t \'ou'll
enj oy Sou th ern Ca lifornia's year ,:ound
recreational paradise, And . 0Iorthrop's
recrea tion dub ~ponso r s ma n ~' enjo~l 
ab le acti vities such as skii n g. golf and
fishing,

J

I --:--.::!!!~~~~~----------__________

r

If you r interesL' are in TECHNICAL ENGINEERING which includes AE RONAUTICAL, ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL,
COMPUTER SCIENCE, MATERIALS
SCIENCE, or MATH. (B.S, and M.S, levels),
See N0I1hrop today for your tomorrow.
Contact the placement office to schedule
an appoint me nt wit h a Northrop repre·

sentative, If you can not meet with us at
this time. please forward your resume to:

Employment Office .
Dept. 1221/80 TS/UMR
2815 EI Segundo Blvd.
Hawthorne, CA 90250
Equal Opportunjt~' Employe l" M / Ff H

Aircraft Division

NORTHROP
Making advanced technologywork.

-
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The brothers of Theta Tau
Omega a re proud to announce
that our Student Knight for the
1981 celebration of St. Pat's Is
one Dennis Smith. DenniS, son of
Mrs. and Mrs. James H . Smith of
Batesville, Arkansas, is the
president of Theta 'Tau and a
member of SME, VarSity
Football, and the BMOC Club.
We are proud to have Smitty
thrown in that crap.

• te~atr.AnbtrBl1n
'~i iKappa Q!~tta
We, the Brothers of Phi Kappa
Theta, are proud to bequeath the
honor
of
candidate
for
Knighthood
to
Michael
Anderson. Mike has a degree in
Mining Engineeri ng , and will
graduate this May with a B.S. in
Engineering Management.
AI Phi Kap, Mike served on
Pledge Board, was Intramural
Manager, Assistant Treasurer,
and Assistant Steward . On
campus, he was Secretary of the
Intramural
Managers
Association, SME . Chapter
Editor, and President·Manager
of Rolla Distributers . Therefore,
we, the Brothers of Phi Kappa
Theta, feel Brother Anderson is
deserving of a date with Alice.

iErtc &ebult5
Q!rianglr
We , the brothers of the
Missouri Mines Chapter of
Triangle Fraternity , are pleased
to announce the selection of Eric
James Schultz of Ferguson ,
Missouri , as our Student Knight
of St. Pat's Court.
A
senior
in
mining
engineering, Eric has served the
house in various ways, most
notably
as
Second
Vice
President, Steward , and ' Social
Chairman . He has also been a
member of the Intercollegiate
Knights and Society of 'Mining
Engineers. Thus we I.eel he is an
excellent choice for such an
honor.

abary Q!~l1mp511n
&igma '~i iEpsilDn

NtWhtrru
'i iKappa '~i

We, the men of Alpha Epsilon
Pi , proudly present Eric Michael
Lancaster as our candidate for
Knighthood. Eric has served as
Secretary, Pledge Trainer and
as I FC Representative and has
contributed very much to AEPi
over the past four years . Eric is
also very active in AE Pi's
intramural sports. His easy going personal ity and fine
character have left a fine
impression on everyone he has
met . We feel that with all of his
outstanding qualities, there is no
one more deserving to be a
Knight of St. Patrick than Eric
Lancaster.

'auI iJraun
i1tm50uri 1mlintr
The Missouri Miner is proud to
bestow the honor of candidate for
Knighthood to Paul Braun . Paul,
a senior in Computer Science has
been on our st aff for 2112 years
and curre ntly holds the position
of News Editor on the Miner .
During his 4 years at UMR,
Paul has also been active in
other organizations : Phi Kappa
Theta, Phi Ka ppa Phi , Upsilon Pi
Epsi lon , Ph i Eta Sigma and
In tercollegiate Knights . Hence
The Missouri Miner staff feels
that Paul is an outstanding
cand idate for Knighthood .

We , the men of Sigma Phi
Epsilon, present Gary Thompson
as our Student Knight of St. Pat.
Gary has been quite active on
campus as well as in the
fraternity. On campus, he is a
member of the Student Union
Board and KMNR radio station.
Within the fraternity Gary has
held the offices of Vice·
PreSident, House Manager, and
Social Chairman. Hence, we feel
that he will best represent our
organization during the best St.
Pat's ever .

~

\...

.A1IIII

flie ilancssttr
iEpsilon 'i

The UMR Student Council is
proud to put forward Daryl Seck
as its candidate for Knighthood .
Daryl , a junior in electrical
engineering, has served two
years on Council and currently
holds the office of Vice·
President. previously, Daryl has
served as Chairman of the Free
University Committ1!e. Daryl is
also involved in many other
acitivites. He is a member of Phi
Kappa Theta, the Missouri Miner
staff, Alpha Phi Omega and Blue
Key. The Student Councl I feels
that Daryl will make a fine
Knight of St. Patrick.

1mlic~atl

Pi Kappa Phi cheerfully
honors Michael J . Newberry as
Its St. Pat's Student Knight. He is
the son of Charles and Barbara
Newberry of Arnold, Missouri. A
senior
in
Geological
Engineering, he has long been a
valuable
asset
to
this
organization and others such as
Campus Club, SPE, and AEG.
Beyond a doubt, Mike is of the
most deserving of this year's _
student kn i ghts.

.Alp~a

maryl @ltek
t;tubtnt aroundl

T J HA ' s St. Pat 's Student
Knight will be Marty O'Mara . He
is expecting' the "date" of hi s life
with Alice. We are sure he will
represent us . in good standing.
Marty is a senior, majoring In
petroleum engineering.

Mark

louis. a

I

Enginee

BUSiness

Engineq

spirit attl
him too I
Alice.

manitl 1lJau!l4n

t;ttut mifftU
Q!au iKappa iEp5ilon

~lItiJ
SUB is proud to nominate Dan
Vaughn as a Student Knight for
St. Pat's 1981. Dan, a senior in
mining engineering, has been
involved with SU B for 4 years
and
is presently
Concert
Director . In the past, he has been
on the concert committee and
Secretary of SUB . He has also
been active in several other
organizations : Phi Kappa Theta,
AcademiC' Council , • Student
Affa i rs Committee, Blue Key
and ~ME . Because of Dan's
outstanding qualities , SUB is
proud to present him as a
candidate for Knighthood.

We, the men of Tau Kappa
Epsilon , proudly present Steven
Ray Diffey as our Student Knight
candidate. Steve is a senior in
Mining Engineeri ng and belongs
to the Society of Mining
Engireers . During the course of
his stud ies at UMR , Steve has
held the pos iti on of House
Mangager at T K E and has co·
oped with Peabody Coal Co.
While at Peabody, Steve worked
as a surface mine supervisor .

iRir~arll

arOreU
abm1J

The men and women of G.D .I
are proud to present Richard
Cor ey as their 1981 St . Pat' s
Knight. Rich i s a senior in
Mechanical Engineering , and
has served G.D.I. in many ways :
as a member of the Board of
Governors and staff member of
the 60·M iner, and Editor in Chief
for the last two years of the St .
Pat's special edition . Rich has
also held the offices of Sgt.·At·
Arms , Vice - President, and
Preside nt. The members of
G .D .1. wish him well on his
upcoming date with " Alice " .

3fostpb )\tlbmann
iKappa @ligma

-------

iJill @lptnctr
iRJJ{J\

RHA is proud to present Bill
Spencer as our St . Pat's Student
KnighT . Bill , a senior in
Me chanica l Engineeri ng , has
ach ieved much in his years at
UMR. He is active in M ·Club,
Blue Key , ASME , Tau Beta Pi,
and has served as captain of the
wrestling team for two years
now . Bill was also selected for
Who' s Who la st year . We feel Bill
Spencer will honor RHA and help
to make this St. Pat's the best
ever .

Kappa Sigma's choice as their
1981 Student Knight is Joe E.
Feldmann . Joe was our 1978
Pledge of the Year and has
participated in many campus
and house activities including
scholarship chairman , the
Intramural
Managers
Association , and Pi Tau Sigma
(ME honorary) . His four year
contribution qualifies him for
this fine honor.

<ing

lKa

The men
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Interc~leg
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March 14,
make SUre
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llruct arolbomt
iJambila arITt Alp4a
The Brothers of Lambda Chi
Alpha proudly present Bruce
~Iborne as their Knight of St.
Patrick . A civil engineering
senior from Kansas City, Bruce
has served Lambda Chi well In
his years at UMR, holding the
offices of
Steward,
Vice·
President, and President. In
addition, Bruce is an active
member of Theta Tau Omega,
serving them as pledge trainer
and Pizza Night chairman. A
born leader, the Brothers of
Lambda Chi Alpha feel that
Bruce will make an ideal Knight
of St. Pa

WITomas 1HiItUtf
~igma

picture not

auailablt

fRark fjogomal!tnt
WtcIT-1Engint Jlrlub
Mark Logomasini, from St.
Louis, a sophomore in Chemical
Engineering is the current
Business Manager of-- TechEngine Club. His enthu siasm and
spirit at this position has granted
him the high honor of meeting
Alice.

Nu

The men of Sigma
Nu
Fraternity
are
proud
to
announce Thomas A. Meyer as
our Student Knight. Tom is a
senior maioring in Engineering
Management. He is an avid
swimmer
as
well
as
participating in I FC, ASEM,
APO, and is active with the
Newman Center. He has been
Secretary, Vice-President. and
President as well as holding
numerous minor offices at Sigma
Nu. With all of these attributes,
we feel that Tom Meyer more
than qualifies as one of St. Pat's
Student Knights.

~cott mttsUikamp
~tgma Wau (5amma

IJDUg JfLti.s.s
mtta ~tgma 'si
The men of Beta Sigma Psi are
proud to present Dou glas FleiSS
asour St. Pat's Knight. Doug is a
graduating senior in Chemical
Engineering and has served Beta
Sig as First Vice President,
Commissar y,
Scholarship
Chairman, Assistant Steward,
and Assistant Rush Chairman.
Doug ha s a Iso served the IF C as
Judicial Board Chairman and
last year was the Greek God
" Hades". Doug has also held
memberships in Student Council ,
SUB, I K, and AIChE. These
achievements easily warrant
Doug the honor of being a Knight
of St.

We, the men of Sigma Tau
Gamma, are proud to present
brother Scott Diestelkamp as our
Student Knight to St. Patrick.
Scott, the son of Mrs . and Mrs.
Edward E. Diestelkamp of St.
Louis, is graduating this May
with a B.S. in Metallurgical
Engineering. He has served Sig
Tau as Vice President of
Activities
and
I.B . A.R.
chairman, and is a member of
several campus organizations as
well. We feel that Scott is very
deserving of the honor of being
Knighted into the court of St.
Patrick .

1HiIark '4il1ips
melta ~fgma 'ITi

The Men of .Theta Xi are proud
to present Brian Miles as our
candidate for the 1981 St. Pat's
Knighting Ceremony. Brian is a
senior majoring in Mechanical
Engineering, SOOn to graduate in
May. He has held the offices of
President, Vice-President, and
Secretary of Theta Xi. Brian is
also a member of
such
distinguished organizations as Pi
Tau Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, I FC,
ASME, and SAE. We feel Brian
rich ly deserves this great honor
and we look forward to the day
he meets.A Ii ce .

The brothers of Delta Sigma
Phi are proud to present Mark
Phillips as our Honorary Knight
of St. Patrick's for 1981. Having
served as 2nd Vice President,
Sargeant ·At·Arms
and the
current
Presiden t of our
organization qualified Mark for
this honor . Mark has also been
active on campus participating
in IFC, ASME , GAD , Pi Tau
Sigma, and I K.

----~
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Pi Kappa A lpha is proud to
present Douglas Gordon as their
Student Knight for 1981 . Doug
(Doc G)
is a senior in
Mechanical Engineering and has
served Pi Kappa Alpha as Vice
President , Pledgemaster and
Intramural Manager as well as
being the dr iving force behind
most of the Pike intramural
teams. On campus Doc G is a
member of Theta Tau Omega
(Secretary)' Pi Tau Sigma and
ASME . For being such an asset
·to the Pikes in the last four

./

<irtg <irtniltnutr
1!(appa AlpITa
The men of Kappa Alpha are
sending Greg Grindinger to meet
Alice this year. He has been
President of our house, Alpha
Phi
Omega ,
and
the
Intercollegiate Knights, and has
held numerous other campus
offices . Greg quickly ordered
plane tickets and a passport for
March 14, but the brothers will
make su re he keeps his date with
Alice.

'i

1!(tnt mtoss
The men of Sigma Pi are proud
to present Kent Bross as an
Honorary Knight of St. Patrick .
Kent is a graduating senior in the
Department of Mechanical
Engineering . He is a member of
the Interfraternity Council. In
addition to being President of
Sigma Pi this past fall , he has
been Vice· PreSident, Herald ,
Pledge Trainer , and SOCial
Chairman. We, the men of Sigma
Pi , feel that Kent deserves the
honor of being a Knight in the
Court of Sf. Patrick.

Wtmot1m 1HiI itcITell
ACacia
Campus Club is proud to
present their Student Knight for
St . Pat's 1981 , Russellll:1ex Ator .
Alex is currently president of
Campus Club and has served on
the Board of Control. He is a
member of American I nstitute of
Chemical Engineers and the
Intramural
Managers
Association. Alex is a senior in
chemical Engineering. He hails
from Quincy IL. During his
attendance at Quincy High , he
was a member of National Honor
Soc iety, Key Club, Lettermen
Cl ub, and Varsity Basketball.

~

The men of Acacia proudly
submit Timothy Mitchell for the
honor of knighting : Tim is a
senior , majoring in Mechanical
Engineering . He has served as
Steward , Social Chairman, and
President of Acacia. Tim also
serves as Senior Representative
on the Interfraternity Council , of
which he is Vice · President. He is
also Secretary ' Treasurer of the
Rolla chapter of the ASME. Tim
has worked hard ; both for
Acacia and UMR , and we feel his
efforts deserve the reward of
becoming a knight of St. Pat.

.........---------------------------------------

"-

~Ot

ItUnskt

1J1I1at
The Interfraternity Council is
proud to present Joseph S.
Rynski as their Student Knight of
St. Patrick . Joe has served the
IFC as President and Chairman
of the Greek Week Development
Committee. He has also served
as President , Vice· PreSident,
Treasurer, and Secretary of
ASME and is currently the Coors
campus
representative.
A
member of the Pi Kappa Alpha
Fraterni ty, Joe has held the
positions of Social Chairman and
Sargeant·At-Arms. It
is
especially fitting to bestow this
honor upon Mr. Rynski, as his
birthday falls on March 17.

ilauw mubois
melfa Wau melta
The men of Delta Tau Delta
are pleased to announce David
DuBois as their selection in the
Sf. Patrick's Day Knighting
Ceremony. A native of Kansas
City, Dave is a senior majoring
in Petroleum Engineering and is
a member of Pi Epsilon Tau and
belongs to the Society of
Petroleum Engineers . As a
senior member of our house, it
gives us great pleasure to elect
David DuBois to this honorary
poSition.

--
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The new' Head East comes out in U.S. 1
While u.s. 1 is Head East's
seventh a bum for A&M, it is
in a real sense, the "debut"
album of a brand-new Head
East band.
Founder songwriter-Keyboard wizard Roger Boyd
has seen Head East go
through major overhauls in
the past, but none to equal
the sweeping changes that
characterize U.S. - 1. While
retaining ace drummersongwriter Steven Huston,
the new Head East includes
three gifted new members
whose contributions are
immediately apparent.
As the band's longtime
friend and fan. Dick Richmond of the St. Louis PostDispatch, sums it up: "U.S. 1
is by far the most impressive
collection of songs Head
East has recorded since its
gold-plated debut album,
Flat As A Pancake. "
The new lineup includes
lead singer Dan Odum, who
did a brief stint with an
earlier version of the band in
late '71 and early '72, until he
was drafted into the Army.
Odum, 28, is from Danville,
Ill. "When I entered the
Army, I was made a medic,"
he recalls. "But in Germany
I got into an Army singing
chorus and really learned a
lot from the experience.
When I was discharged, I did
a number of things including
being a grocery store
manager and probationary
fireman in Danville. It was
exciting, but I figured I had
to chose between being a
fireman or a musician, and
everyone was shocked when
I selected music."
When Boyd was revamping his band early this year,
he called Odum and found

him singing in a bar in
Danville. "I couldn't believe
it was Roger on the other end
of the line. He said, ·O.D.,
this is Roger Boyd. I want
you to be the singer in my
band.' For me it was a
dream come true." Odum
took charge as if he'd been
singing with the band
without an eight-year hiatus,
and onstage with his curly
hair, U-moustache, goatee
and bone earring, he
resembles nothing so much
as a Barbary pirate. Like
Boyd, he's a natural energy
builder which helps account for the wild enthusiasm the new band
engenders on state.
Another new recruit,
guitarist Tony Gross, who
hails from Rochester, N.Y.,
met Boyd at a party after a
concert and talked him into
listening to a demo tape of
songs he'd written and
recorded in a four-track
studio he'd built in his home.
"My father's an engineer
with Xerox and teaches
production control at the
Rochester Institute of
Technology ,
and
my
mother's the assistant
bursar there, so naturally I
enrolled when !.. graduated
from high school. For the
first quarter I majored in
computer sciences, then got
into the liberal arts
program. I wanted to do
everything ... be a writer, a
recording engineer, a performer. That's what I put
together this little four-piece
band. By the time I got to
Roger, I thought we had a
pretty good product."
Boyd agree and signed
Gross up. Though only 19, he
feels like the luckiest man
alive. "I really didn't try a
lot of people on my music,

Roger was the first. It was a
simple case of being in the
right place at the right time
with the right product, and I
was just plain lucky."
Head East's new bass
player, Mark Boatman from

St. Louis, is 21. "I'd assigned
Mark to one of my publishing
companies," says Boyd.
"He's an excellent bass
player, and I'd already
worked with him as a writer.
Fortunately, all the new

players can sing lead, and
Mark is outstanding as a
balladeer ." Boatman
creates a female frenzy
onstage with his handsome
good looks and searing bass
notes every time he steps

peap

We

twills

Climax of the 1981 St. Pat's Celebration at the University of
Missouri-Rolla will be the concert Saturday, March 14,
featuring Head East.
The Head East version of rock 'n' roll will·begin at 8 p.m. in
UMR's Bullman Multi-Purpose Building.
Tickets for UMR students are $3 each (limit 2 per I.D.) and
may be purchased Thursday and Friday, March 5 and 6,
from 9:30 a.m. to 1 :30p.ni. atthe University Center.
I

lal

I~I

'5

General admission tickets are
each and may be
purchased at the University Center on Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday, March 9, 10 and 11, from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Remaining tickets will be sold at the door Saturday, March
14, beginning at 7 p.l.II.
The concert is sponsored by the St. Pat's Board as the final
official activity of the March 12-14 1981 St. Pat's celebration.
(Photo courtesy of A&M Records)
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"AN EVENING IN SPRING"
National Guard Armory, 9:00 P.M. - 1:00 A.M.
One live Band & D.J., Photographs Availab~e
Pay-As- You-Go Refreshments, Coat & Tie
Cost: $2.00 per individual or $3.00 per couple
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Motels: The final frontier

I

,I

I

I

On a four year mission to explore desolate wastes
Who is it that dares to
explore the last University
frontier, to bravely go where
few students have ' gone
before? It is we, the few, the
proud, the forgotten Motel
People.
We are the residents of the
twilight zone of on-calnDlilS

housing, unacclaimed and
unmourned. No medals or
recognition will we get for
our feats of skill and
bravery , not even for
conquering the Miner
Connection not once but
twice each day.
To show just how lost and

forgotten we really are, let
me tell you that not one
board rep has yet been out
here to sell green.
The
Motel
Housing
Association is divided into
two groups: Motel Housing
Association West, (MHAW)
consisting of residents at the
Rustic, Coach Hou,se,
Wayfarer, Rancho, Interstate and Holiday Inn
motels; and Motel Housing
Association East (MHAE)
which includes the Manor
Inn, Plaza, and Little Piney
motels as well as Carnahan
Hall. Go ahead, tell me you
knew that already.
Yet it is not the mere fact

of our existence, but the
daily unrecognized hardships we must confront about
which I am concerned. Many
MHA members eat at TJ,
Rayle Cafeteria or the
University Center. " No big
deal," you may say, "so do
1." But since the motel
residents . generally go to
meals en masse (i.e. all
together) we have no
grapevine or early warning
system to -tip us off as to
what's being served. The one
who said "forewarned is
forearmed" knew where of
he spoke.
Also unheralded are the
tribulations that arise for a

population of mainly freshman and transfer students.
Wanna see our files? We got
some nifty ET-10s and Math
4's and 6's. Also, nobody out
here ever heard of a
shillelagh, let alone knows
how to make one. And you
can guess where we stand in
participation points for st.
Pat's beards. Some of our
people still think the upperclassmen receive three
credit hours for 209 Fluids
Lab.
Of course, I realize many
of our problems stem from a
lack of communications,
which we all hope this fine

Military Ball
tradition revived
tne Defen~ e Communications Agency , as
guest speaker . Faculty,
students, Rolla civil leaders,
An old UMR tradition, the along with representatives of
Military Ball, is being Fort Leonard Wood, and
revived this year by the UMR Army ROTC will be in
Military Science Depart- attendance.
LTC
Fred
Butler,
ment. The formal event is to
be held at the National Professor of Military
Guard Armory, Saturday, Science at UMR, comMarch 21. from 9:00 P.M. to mented, " We are .delighted
1:00 A.M.
.
a t the opportunity of
A band and sound system reviving a tradition which
will provide the music, and brings together the comthe Armory will
be munity, the university, and
decorated for the occasion. the students for a gala
All types of refreshments evening of comradeship,
will be available. The ball is entertainment and dancing.
open to ROTC cadets and The Military Dinner and Ball
their guests. Tickets are is certainly the soda I
available at the Military highlight for our cadets and
the Department of Military
Science Building.
The Ball will follow a Science."
The Ball is the only formal
formal dinner at the Oak
Meadow Country Club dance held at UMR besides
f eat ur in g Lieu t en ant the St. Pat's Coronation
General Hilsman, Director Dance.

The Cosmic Cowboy (Paul Braun) attempts to
see who's foot he can get in his mouth this time.
"The architect suggested that we try to bring it
back as much as possible to its original
appearance."

SUB sponsors
Head East 7:00 p.m.
Next Saturday, March 14,
the Concert Committee of
the Student Union Board is
proud to present Head East
in concert at 8:00 p.m. in the
Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose
Building. Tickets for the
show are on sale now in the
Swdent Union-East. Prices
are $3.00 each for students,
limited two per 1.D., and
$ 5.00 for the general public.
Tickets will be sold from 9: 30
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. daily
through March 11, as well as
at the door on March 14 at

SUN & ROOMS
DA VTONA BEACH

$11.50
• Nightly per person rate at
the King's Inn
Based on quad rooms
• Directly on the beach
• $22.50 per persOn/nite
double $15.00 triple
• Save u pto $70.00 per room
per week.

FOR RESERVATION

CALL COLLECT

4142763980

Applications for SUB officers are now available in
204B Rolla Building. Those
SUB members who are interested in holding an office
on the Board are encouraged
to apply.
This is just a reminder that
setup for the St. Pat's concert will be at 12:00 p.m.
Ticket takers, security and
spotlight operators should be
at
the
Multi-Purpose
at 6:45

Townhouse Pancake Shoppe

All You Can Eat
Spaghetti, Garlic Toast,

and Salad Bar.
ONLY

$2 95

offer good 5-9 p.m. Sunday Nights
1022 Kingshighway
Phone 364-1400

You can keep us posted by
posting your flyers on the
bulletin boards a teach
motel, or through . the
campus mail system, care of

:~
-

01

~

Submitted by
Military Science Dept.

hellnal
.ration.

student publication will help
us to resolve. Let this article,
this "message in a bottle"
from the stranded MHA
people, be a request to all
campus organizations to
" include us in." Let us know
about your social activities
(in advance, for a changel)
and help us find out which
offices we can hold as
members of one of the
newest recognized
organizations on campus.

Ihada

Schlitz.
Fred's ready for St. Pat's.

after
. year,

semester

after semester,

the college plan from
Fidelity Union-Life
is the most accepted.
most popular
life insurance program
on campuses all over
America.
Find out why.

~~

:JfP

~ :i( Iclily

UlliollLik'

364-5268
Look for insert after St. Pat's from
Fidelity Union Life to recieve a free
gift for finding out why.
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'Early Prairie'

Chancellor's dorm and eating club changes .
By LAURA BENDER
In
ear~
June the
restoration of the chancellor ' s residence began.
When asked wha t the
r enovation plan included,
Mrs. Marchello replied, " of
course it needed a new roof
the
Central
administration in Columbia did
get the advice of an architect
and dug out the old drawings
and looked at them ... the
house also needed painting."
Then Mrs. Marchello added,
" The architect suggested
that we try to bring it back as
much as possible to its
or iginal a ppe a r ance ."
E ssentially, the renovation
plans included a new roof
and painting.
The residence originally
had a shake roof. Before the
turn of the century, the
shake roof was replaced with
corrugated metal. Restoring
the roof to its origin!!1 a~
pearance turned out to be an
easier task than finding a
similar type of corrugated
metal.
The house was brick half
way up and was last painted
four and a half years ago.
The paint always blistered.
" The architect suggested
getting rid of the paint," said
Mrs. Marchello, " so instead
of painting the bottom half,
they removed the paint from
the brick work and just
painted the shingling along
the side."
The exterior of the house
now looks the same as it did
in 1889 when it was built.

long. "The only thing was
never knowing at which
window there would be
somebody peering in," said
Mrs. Marchello. She also
added that the workers were
very considerate.
In order to remove the
paint, a chem ical was
smeared on and then it was
hosed down with a high
pressure hose. " When that
came inside, that was a
nuisa nce."
s a id
Mrs .
Marchell o.
The architecture of the
house is " Ear ly Prairie".

Chancellor March~llo added,
"It was poorly designed for a
dorm."
There is a balcony on the
second fl oor, there was a
partition there, and we had a
sun porch used as a TV
room . The r oof leaked
dreadfully. It was a mess,
and not heated very well,"
stated Mrs. Marchello. The
architect thought that the
upper room should go neither Mr. or Mrs. Marchello disagreed with him t herefore t he room was
removed.
The same architect who
was consulted and oversaw
the ren ovation of the
chancellor'S residence, also
oversaw the restoration of
the governor's mansion in
Jefferson City.

" As people were movmg
West, and when they started
building substantial houses,
early ~rairie co~bi~es
Moorish Influences With Just
about everything else. " Mrs.
Marchello stated. It is not
true Victorian because it
d~s not have the wood
gmger~read that w~uld . be
found In a true Victorian
house.
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The Marchellos are very
pleased with the university's
job of restoring the house.
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G&D STEAK HOUSE
Open 7 days

6 Oz. Ribeye

11 a.m .-9 p.m . _

Forum Plaza

8 Oz. Chuck

8 Oz. Fillet

STEAK

The only thing left to do is i ncon v eniences , Mrs . three weeks in June. And we
to replace the shrubs around Marchello replied, " For- missed a lot of it."
the hose that were moved tunately we missed most of
before the restoration began. that as the four of us went
There were mornings
When asked if the with the local high school when the workers started at
r esto r a tion caused many Latin Club to Italy the first 5: 00a.m. butthat did not last
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A NEW TOYOTA DEAl.
WHA T DOES IT TAKE ,
TO GET A WHOLE NEW DEAL?

A BRAND NEW TOYOTA DEAI.ERI

" Three changes were done
many years ago - one was
the partition up around in the
balcony area and a second
door, one was to screen in the
porch and another was to
paint the bricks. We have
just taken all that out,"
stated Chancellor Marchello.
(Years before the bricks
were painted green they
were painted yellow.)
Another change was the
addition of the cupola. The
house originally had 3
chimneys, but now only has
one.

Twain
never (

excess

Toyota Announces Dennis Chapman as Rolla's New Toyota
Dealer (formerly V. L. Long Toyota). Dennis is a graduate of
t he University of Missouri-Rolla, and a 15 year resident know
in_the community as the manufacture of the Doolittle Dandy
and Doolittle Darlin' pickup covers.
Dennis Chapman Toyota Makes This Pledge To The
Community.
eHonest Fair Deals On Every Sale
eA Full Selection Of Toyota Cars And Trucks In Stock At All
Times.
eConvenient Financing At Competitive Rates.
eQuality Courteous Service After The Sale.

The chancellor ' S house
was or iginally built as a
dormitory and eating club in
1889. It became a residence
sometime this century .
" Appa r entl y it COUldn 't
support itself as a dorm ,"
sa id
Mrs .
Marchello .
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TOYOTA QUALITYeelt's

a feeling that lasts
and lasts and lasts, because Toyota isn't only made well. .. it's made
good!

DENNIS CHAPMAN TOYOTA,INC.
Hwy. 63 & Hwy. 72 Rolla, Mo. 341-2005
:
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Social

Intercourse

.

That first slip hu·rts

8y 808 KOENIG

It's easy to get caught in a
language shortage. You
know what I mean. ·Joe
Freshman comes toodling
out of high school knowing
all the "bad"words and
maybe using them occasionally when the folks
aren't around. Joe moves
into a dorm or fraternity and
the next thing you know he's
down to four adjectives.
Either "It" uses suction, or
intercourse. "It" or "It's" a
female dog or "It" didn't
know who its father was.
Twelve years of work by
highly trained English instructors are shot to the
place where the bad folks go.
What's so bad about that,
you might ask? Well, for
instance 1 heard a person of
the female persuasion relate
the following story.
"I was in this nice
restaurant with my parents
talking about something
trivial over after-dinner
coffee. Suddenly for no
particular reason and in an
embassassingly loud voice I
said, "F-ck, I dOn't know."
The silence that followed
was defeaning."
./
You are trapped forever
once you lose control of your
speech patterns. I was there,
1 know, and the worst part of
it for me was not having
anything to say when I got
mad. After using all the good
. words day in and day out I
justdidn'thaveanyleftwith
enough zing when the chips
were down.
My dilemma reminded me
of the elderly lady that Mark
Twain knew. She would
never drink, smoke, eat to
excess or swear. At an advanced age (the same as
M.T.'s at the time) both she
and Twain were stricken
with the gout. The lady died
(ac.cording to Twain)
because she was "like a
sinking ship with no cargo to
throw overboard. She had
neglected her bad habits and

rian

very

sity's

OUSe.

.

,,

was doomed." Mark Twain,
however; lasted a great
number of years longer,
giving up everything except
his cigars, whiskey and
notable wit.
To make my point 1 was
like a ship that was continually shoveling its cargo
overboard. When beset by
cannibals 1 didn't have any
left to drop on their heads.
The limits of human expression are said to be infinite, yet it is amazing how
much use we wring out of
just a few words.
One common Anglo-Saxon
four letter example can be
(and is constantly) used as a
noun, verb, adverb, adjective, and expletive.
Meanings range from let's
have sex, to get lost or the
lab just blew up in my face.'
What we need is a whole
new set of taboo words.
Words so dark we wouldn't
even dare hint at them in a
newspaper; even if we were
to leave a blank at a crucial
letter.
In short, as a public service I've drawn up such a
list, but can't list them or
(heaven forbid)
their
meanings in the Miner.
However, if you send $4.95 to
me, Bob K. in care of this
newspaper I can get you in
on the ground' floor.
If you'd prefer you can
wait however. Our (Koenig's
Creative Language Inc.) ads
will be appearing soon on
late night T.V. (Market
research showed that our
best potential customers
watched late night so we
went with it.) .
Our first ad features a
well-known NFL wide
receiver. The ad opens with
a shot of him catching a pass
to win a crucial game and
then pans back to show the
star saying, "There are
feelings that just cannot be
described by ordinary
words." Then the screen will
show him coming down with
the ball only to be blind-sided

by three defenders and then
fumbling alNay the gamewinning score. As the screen
shows him pounding the
ground in disgust his voice
will come on, "Often 1 have
found the English language
just doesn't contain words
that expressed the way 1 felt.
Oh, sure, some words claim
to do the job, but their tired
and old hat. That was before
1 joined the Word ef the Week
Club. Each week as a
member, you'll receive in a
plain brown wrapper a fourby-eight plastic card containing a new word complete
with correct pronunciation.
Below each word are sample
sentences suggesting how
the word could be used. And
on the front is a full-color
picture of people expressing
the type of emotion this word
should evoke. Notice the
partially-clenched fist on
this sample card. Don't
wait! Remember, it's never
too early to start getting
your real meaning across.
Don't fool around until your
kids ask you what these
words mean, or worse yet
they tell you. Send $9.95 in
cash or money order (or
$11.98 for cassette) to Words,
care of this station and in a
few short weeks your new
vocabulary will begin to
arrive. Order now and
receive absolutely free a
handsome carrying case for
use on business trips. That's
$9.95 for cards or $11.98 for
cassettes to Words, care of
this station."
Now, I just don't want any
of myoid friends out there to
say I never offered them a
deal after I'm rich and
famous. I mean not only can
you get the first twenty-five
words for five dollars less
thllD the membership fee,
but just for reading this
column I'm going to tell you
how to get an additional
twenty words free. Notice
the small box on the lower
corner of the order form.
Well, just place your room or
apartment key inside the box
and carefully trace around it
with a number two lead
pencil. Then in the space
provided list the times your
residence is empty and the
location of any valuables and
be sure and include your
address.
Order now! Just think of
all .those virgin walls out
See KOENIG
Page 17

Shori Term Hospital Policy
VALUABLE PROTECTION WHEN YOU NEED:.
-Coverage for 60, 90. 120, or 180 days .
-Policies may be written for one additional period No phy" r al requi, ed
. -No waiting for policy to be issued
364-8888
-Room and board expe~e ($30 to $200 per day)
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MUGGING? you INaUt:r ME! I'M A FREEDOM FIGHTER
RAIVING FUND~ FOR THE HOL'{ GAUSE OF AVENGING
THE MURDER OF THE §AINT£D EXILED PREalDENT

OF MY NATIVE /<UMAIN"> WHO WA'tJ BUTcHERED BY
THE INFIDEL CROUTON LIBERATION FRONT ON
THE ORDERC) OF mE TERRORI~T~ OF THE
RUBELLA RES/aTANcE LEAGUE.

N080DY

DOEg, MUGG'NG~ ANYMoRE!

'ADllYAUTOMOTIVE
513 Hwy . 63 S_ Rolla , MO 65401 ,364-5252

YOUR AUTO PARTS HEADQUARTERS
2 AREA STORES

ROLLA

ST. ROBERT

364·5252

336·3030

ANNOUNCES A

TRUCKLOAD FILTER SALE

1111 III
top QUALITY

TOP QUALITY
AIR FILTERS

OIL FILTERS
Prices in Effect
Until March 15

goQde", CRuQe 9",sulto",ce cAge",cy

AVAILABLE FOR MOST
AMERICAN CARS & LIGHT TRUCKS

215 W. 8th Street, Ramsey Building, Suite 212

27 OTHER LOCATIONS ALL OVER THE OZARKS

.....-------------------------------------
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KMNR -the invisible power behind the music
By DAVID WILLIAMS
This is the last in a threepa rt series intended to
acquaint the reader with the
operations of the student-r\UI
radio station KMNR, 89.7
FM.

This week we discuss
KMNR ' s administrative
force. This elite group is
known as the Exec,uUve
Board, and their primary
function is to keep the station
"rolling." But, before I talk
about the current personnel,
I think that a brief word is in
order about I past KMNR
Executive Board members
who were influential in the
station's evolution.
The early seventies found
KMNR in a rather stagnant
state . The two key administrative posts (station
manager and program
director ) were held by
persons who sought to suffocate all music which did
not fit the programming
"curve." "Pop" music was
in ; all else was definitely
out. Employees who did not
adhere to this were frowned
upon. One employee was
even fired.
Slowly, though, new ideas
replaced the old. A major
transition began to take
place in the mid-seventies,
spurred by the actions of
such people as Dennis Hart,
Dave - Obermann,
Jon
Fredrickson, Dan Williams,
and finally, Ward Silver.
Thus was born the new
generation of "progressive"
music.
Which leads me to my
initial question: w)lo are the
people running the show at
KMNR now? What are their
objectives in performing
their jobs? Who do we
blame ; and who do we
commend for the day-t<>-day
operations at KMNR?
These questions led me,
inevitably, to the Executive
Board . The "Board " is
composed of five official
positions. Other offices have
been created which serve as
a "cabinet" to the Board. All
are vital in the functioning
pr ocess of KMNR. By
position, then, here is a
istmg of those people, along
with their various comments
' nct ideas.
<.;
tion Manager, Scott
r. gne.
he station manager,
than anyone else, must
\' ide a direction the
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The "virtual" KMNR staff are the Invisible power behind the music you
hear on the air daily. Supervising 24.hr. a day broadcasting is a full-time
job that these people handle part.time.
station should follow. He is a
leader who must corral all
the essential ingredients of a
successful radio station into
a vibrant, integrated \Ulit.
" One of my main concerns
is establishing continuity
from one semester to the
next, " says Scott. " The
board is elected to a two
semester term, and really
worthwhile projects can take
longer than that. I'd like to
see a continual flow of ideas
from one semester to the
next.
"I'd also like to see improvements in the area of
inter-employee communications. To do this, the
number of KMNR employees
is being decreased, which
will hopefully insure a fairer
distribution of work for
everyone. This, in turn, will
bring about a tighter, more
efficient KMNR staff."
Scott serves as a liaison to
inquisitive university officials. so he ITIl£lt_.~so

maintain a good rapport
between the university and
KMNR.
Program Director, Dale
Hursh.
The program director has
"total control" over musical
programming at KMNR.
Obviously, the person
elected to this post possesses
a certain amount of influence overwhat is and what
is not given airtime, and,
therefore, must be chosen
carefully.
"I strive for alternative
sources of music," Dale
says. "Music that will appeal
to as wide a range of people
as possible. Even though
rock-n-roll is predominant, I
have attempted to integrate
other forms of mUSic, such
as bluegrass and jazz, into
the program scheduling. "
Looking to the future, Dale
envisions a station which
offers more public and
student information. "This
would provide us with a
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Openings available with the
Department of Water and
Power for engineering graduates
in Electrical, Mechanical and
Civil engineering with strong
technical training and good
communications skills.

COMPETITIVE SALARIES
AND BENEFITS

9:30·12:00
1435 Hauck Dr.

~
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described earlier.
These, then are the
members of the KMNR
Executive board. The other
supplemental offices are:
. 1) News Director, Scott
Lammers - Organizes and
delegates members of the
KMNR "news team."
2) Music Director, Aaron
Lloyd - Orders albums not
in stock, organizes play list.
3) Training Director, Dave
Strahorn - Responsible for
the training (and occasional
flogging) of current trainees.
4) Record Librarian, Tom
Phelan - Organizes the vast
KMNR record library .. .. an
endless process.
5) Production Director,
Tom Heitert - Reviews and
selects
prerecorded
promotional announcements, which are then directed
to the control room for
airplay.
These are the "basic"
persons who keep KMNR
"on the air." Suggestions
and-or complaints pertaining to a general area
(i.e., news, promos) should
be directed to the head of the
respective department.
These people spend much
time in doing the best job
that they possibly can' iYour
suggestions, though, are
encouraged. Take a minute
to write down what you may
like or dislike about KMNR
and drop it in the KMNR box.
(Located behind the Mining
building, beside the entrance
to the station.) Your views
will be appreciated.

Banquet Facilitites Available

Men's Night-Wednesday
Ladies Night-Thursday
Rolla. MO

--'--------------COUPON-----------------,.

~,C;

more well-rounded station
than we have now," he said.
Personnel Manager, Sue
Davis.
Sue's major responsibility
is of great concern to KMNR
employees, which is the
handling of payroll. Along
with the task of insuring
payroll checks for each
employee, Sue also prepares
personnel and payroll
records, which are vital to
the station's efficiency.
Business Manager, Ron
Williams.

Ron handles the day-t<>day supplies purchasing at
KMNR. Along with the
record keeping, receiving,
and handling of inventories
involved in this process, Ron
must also cope with the
problems that are occasionally encountered in
the Purchasing Department.
Ron, along with Scott
Derigne, is a direct liaison to
university officials.
"We've got a good thing
going here at KMNR," says
Ron. "There's really nothing
that I would change."
Chief Engineer, Brian
Seley.
This department at KMNR
handles
engineering
problems encountered in the
studio. This is a job which is
virtually unending, as
problems such as a turntable
malfunction are frequently
encountered. Other concerns, such as improved
component efficiency, are
analyzed and, hopefully,
improved upon. One of the
latest projects of this
department has been the
stabilization of control room
turntables.
To
insure
optimal
equipment efficiency, the
engineering department has
Ii reserved weekly time slot
(Sunday mornings) for
correctiv.e operations. You
may have noticed that
KMNR is "off the air" at this
time. Brian, as chief
Engineer, superviseS these
sessions, as well as other
engineerin~
activities

25' OFF

813 Pine
1
341-3161
1
1 a .m.-7 p.m. I

any Steak Sandwich or Hoagie
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PLANNING
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
OPERATIONS
QUALITY ASSURANCE

Contact Career Planning and Placement
Center at your school or write to or call:
Ray Adam s, Eng ineering Rec rui tm en t Off icer
Los Angeles Departm ent of Wa ter and Power
Room 503. P.O. Box 11 1
Los Angeles. CA 9005 1
Te lephone (2 13) 48 1·4542

• Professional Engineering
Organization
• Adlfancement Based on Merit
• 100% Tuition Reimbursement for
Graduate Study
• Career and Location Stability
• Retirement and Disability Plan
• No Social Security Contributions
• Paid Qlfertlme for Professionals
• Generous Vacation and Holidays
• Credit Union
• Relocation Assistance
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Coming Ne xt Week-

Green Hoagie Bread & Green Sprites
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An Equal Employment Opporlun ll y-A''' rmatlve Ac l 10n Emp loyer

We will be interviewing on your campus soon.
Chec k yo ur Ca reer Plann ing and Pl ace ment O ff ice
for an inte rview appo intment.
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Sunshine, when will you stop fighting and let me love you? D,S .
Sweetheart, you are the best "day late Valentine" anyone could
ever ask for. Love Blue Eyes
To my virtual girlfriend (1010):
You won't believe what I got to do today I U0423 wired In
(temporary) a audio Input device. (+RAE) I think I could recognize
your voice. I never thought that a series of variations In air p.essure
could mean so much. (I like III). Also, I can see why your sister really
enJoys music. It Is so mathematical, which makes II faclnallng. I still
can't sPeak, so don't try to ca II (I don't even have a moden I) I will be
thinking of you I!
'Your virtual boyfriend (0111)
P .5. I got 3.30 over the weekend, and I have never felt so good! I
Dear St. Pat's Fans, Isaiah 5: 11,12 and proverbs 20: 1 speaks to you I
Student number Alpha·Omega
Lost-TI SR·5HI caculator. Sometime in middle of February. Call
Wayne 3.1·3290,
Room·mate wanted need a responsible, clean, quiet room·mate for
apt. Close tocempus. $82 plus half of utllilies. Call 364-6657.
Beat the mld·term blahsl Come to the Minority Engineering
Program office, 1203 State Street, on Thursday, March 5' at 3:30 for a
study skills workshop. Help Is at hand. All student welcome.
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Bob K.,
I've enjoyed immensely watching you from afar, I can 'hardly wait
til I can see you close·up,
Your Secret'Admirer
To my Number 1 Buddy,
' I'm very sorry, If I hurt you from something I might have said.
START ST , PAT'S RIGHT!
BELLY UP WITH THE BROADS FRI. , MARCH 6, 2'6 p.m. at Sig
Ep, sponsored by the LiHle Sisters of PiKA, Sig Ep, TKE.
COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJORS: What's the difference between
CMS and a yoyo?
Answer: A yay a comes up, sometimes!!!
To the ARES and all UMR Males,
So, you feel that the females on campus ' have alot to be desired?
Have you guys looked In the mirror lately?!!
53588·

oom for

"basic"

) KMNR
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Hey Reng Kelly.
What's cooking. I can't waillo see you again. I love you.

~t job
~ , your

Jgb, are

a minute

,you may

~t KMNR
IiNRbox.
Ie Mining

I

. B. Bird
Freshmen, freshmen you learn slow. You must guard your
shelleighswherever you go! If you aren't always very near. They will
suddenly just dissappear! To get them back for us to see, look in a big
tree by KO's.

entrance

lW"views

,ed,

Koenig oHers all
there and the millions of
little kids that don't know
what these words mean.
These words are bound to
provide endless hours of
amusement just picture your
next Scrabble game.

from pg 15

newspaper, Act soon - offer
good while supply lasts, or
until local obscenity laws are
revised.
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Head East, UMR I
mix of soaring, gritty
mainline rock 'n' roll,
boundless energy and
melodic inventiveness, the
question was : What would
happen when the new Head
East hit the stage? The
answer came from Dick
Richmond.
"The question of how well
they'd entertain was an·
swered when they performed
in St. Louis a month before
U.S. 1 was released. Odum
took charge as if he'd been
singing with Head East for
years. As for Boyd, who's
never allowed the keyboard
to keep him locked in place
- all 6·feet 3·inches of him

'.~''''''':;t;''.

••

-
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At t • Rane

from pg 12

would come leaping off the
sounq equipment. Now he
limits himself to short forays
forward with a portable
keyboard, but when he grabs
the mike to speak, he' s like
an evangelist ready to whip
his congregation into a
frenzy .. Gross has all the
zest of a teenager, dashing
about, playing guitar with a
skill far beyond his years ...
By the end of the concert the
crowd had taken up the
chant: HEAD EASTJ HEAD
EAST! HEAD EASTJ ...
So a born-again Head East
is set to barrel down ·the,
highway on U.S. 1 reaffirming the adage that rock
'n' roll will never die.

from pg. 13

!l

?OOple. yo~ are inte~ted
~ gettmg m.volved. m a
bigger way With life m the
outside world, contact Brad
Bousted, president, MHA, at
the Rancho Motel, 364-5404.

Biomass on Aile.
who helps me get their
business. "
Makes sense to me, why
waste all that biomass on
Alice, it brings good money.
And besides we need to look
seriously at all our energy
possibilities, and why let
decaying matter return to
the soil?
remembered
Then
something about "burning

from pg.7

out our farmland. .. So I
asked Gus, "What effect will
biomass energy have on our
future food supply?"
He said, "Aw - don't fret
none 'bout that - we can
make plenty of food. From
"cliemlcals. Look at the fast
food joints, cafeteria food
and that stuff you put in your
coffee. "
What could I say?
"See ya next week Gus!"

Student oH~rlI~e:,ls G'I~be
POlt, Springfield Leader.

\\

1(~r\~+\i

0

the Quad or TJ. Or let your
fingers do the walking; just
check the .Yellow Pages
under Motels
Now a word to the MIlA

~
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"mil

10 weeks for.$10.00
Daily and Sunday.
364·4064
IBI
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Ham & Cheese
Fry and Med. Drink

For $1.75
\I, pound thinly sliced hom,
A&W's own
sharp cheese piled high

on a sesame seed bun.

expires March 12. 1981
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A YEAR OUT OF COWGE,
AMDA SI RAUSS IS MAKING AVIAnON

HISTORY IN THE ARMY.

'Tll be seeing Germany
a way no tourist can. From the
cockpit of an Army Ch inook
helicopter.
''I'm being assigned to
a Ch inook helicopter unit in
Germany as a'test pilot and
maintenance office r. and 1" m
proud that I'll be the first
woman to have that assignment
over there. It's a real thrill
for me.
"So was learning how
to fly a helicopter. It takes a lot
more ski ll tran an airplane .
If you think college is demanding. flight school is even
tougher. It's not onl y academically d emanding. it's really
mentally demanding as well
as physically.
"In Germany. I'll have a
chance to use some of the leadersh ip and management techniques [ learned in ROTC. It's
going to be a real challenge having command responsibilities.

'Tm also excited about
living in Germany. I'm looking
forward to travelling and doing
some skiing. And I really want
to learn the language and get
to know the people.
.
"1 got into ROTC really
just to see what itwas aliabotJ.t.
For me, it all couldn't have
worked Out better."
Army ROTC got Anda
Strauss off to a good start. Maybe it can do the same for you.
To find out. stop by your Army
ROTC office on campus. While
you're there, ask about our
scholarships and $1,000 a year
spending money you can earn
in your last two years.
And begin your future as
an officer.

Pick up your free booklet
at thl:. UMR University
Center.

ARMY ROTC:e, '~'0~

._------------...........-----------------------------------1
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Remember, you send just
$9.95 to me in care of this
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What do you do to get Psyched for St. Pat's? PARTY BEFORE THE
PARTY! at Phi Kappa Theta on Friday, March 6! ! !

1directed

.

1202 N. Bishop

Rolla, Mo.1
WE HAVE ST. PAT'S GARTERS
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BE ALL YOU 'CAN BE.
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Campus, A PhiA,

Stardusters win
basketball titles
By JOHN DANIEL

almost appeared to be a
rerun of the regular season
Despite missing s~veral game. It was now a fired up
key players, Campl!S ,'q~b Phi
Kap
crew
that
defended their Division' I I dominated the action and
basketball title last' Week Campus Club that couldn't
with a 45-37 win over Phi seem to pop the nets.
Kappa Theta,
Phi Kap cut the lead to one
The game was remarkably point before a turnover on a
similar to the regular season fast
break
and
a
contest between the two . questionable "lane
teams, which Campus Club violation" put an end to.their
also won 48-39, Campus Club momentum . Campus Club
scored the first ten points 'of regained .control of the game
the game as Phi Kap (deja vu once again) and
"couldn't buy a basket" and held on for the victory.
quickly fell behind, just as
they had in the earlier
Freshman Chris Wallace
meeting between the two paced the winners with 13
teams.
points , while Alex Ator
added 10 and Mike Newberry
Phi Kap appeared to be scored 9.
intimidated by the defenPhi Kap was led by the
ding
champions,
but Anderson brothers, John and
regained their composure, Mike (the guys with the
refused to be blown out, and legs), with 12 points each.
played Campus Club basket (See last week's c1assifieds.)
for basket through the Mike also held Dennis
remainder of the first half. Fenske, normally a double
figure scorer, to just four
points.
Campus
the finals

B

Afte

Sig E

foUoll'

MISSOURI MINER

Sig N

TKE

Thursday, March 5, 1981

.49-40, despite a lackluster
first half. Fenske dominated
the inside game and netted
17 points.
Phi Kap defeated ADS 6258 in the semis behind John
Anderson's 19, Frank
Landwehr's 18, and Mike
Anderson's 15 points.
ABS came back to win the
third place game over RHA
63-61.
Alpha Phi Alpha breezed
through the Division II
playoffs with a 52-43 victory
over Sig Pi and a 52-42 win
over Wesley in the championship game. BSU lost in
the semis to Wesley 40-39,
but came back to win the
third place game over Sig Pi
37-24.
Stardusters won the girls
championship game over
WHA 22-21 in a classic duel.
Stardusters controlled the
tempo throughout much of

round
with

Page 18
the contest and led by as
many as eight points midway through the second half.
But WHA refused to fold
and battled back to take a
one point lead with just
seconds left.
Stardusters inbounded the
ball and called a time out. As
the teams lined up in anticipation of the inbound
pass, Paula Kovarik dashed '
t:>ehind the WHA defenders
and drove in for an easy
layup, putting an end to the
perfectly executed inbounds
play just as time ran out.
ABS won the third place
contest over TJHA 23-18.
Following are the current
women's standings. With the
win in basketball, Stardusters have passed Chi
Omega and Kappa Delta.

respec

Pre

Women's 1M Standings
Stardusters
Chi Omega
KD

WHA
ZTA
AWS

412.5 ABS
407 TJHA
403 Newman
350.5 GDI
312 Wesley
296.5 DofN

280.5
, 277
231

201.5
167.5
142.5

meet
State.
outdoor ~
of Marc
Bowling
lnthe&
defen~

ference ~
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Discounts on all
Decanters
Getting ready
for St. Pat's?
Come out to Ruby's and
enjoy some delicious
ice cream.
Forum Plaza Shopping Center Rolla
Mon .·Sal. 9:00·9:30 Sun. 2:00·9 :00

Party Rates
Kegs.

0".'

r
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I

-Beer -Wine -Whiskey
8 a.m. - 10 p .m. Monday-Thursday
8 a .m.-12 p.m. Friday-Saturday
604 Elm

364-6716
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1M Wrestling finals tonight
By KEVIN LYONS

280.5
'm
231
201.5

After Tuesday's matches
Sig Ep leads with 34 points
followed by Kappa Sig and
Sig Nu who both have 32.
TKE and Alpha PI Alpha
round out the top five teams
with 27 and 24 points
respectfully.
Presently, defending
champions Kappa Sigma
look like the team to beat
even though they are IeCODd
In points to Sil Ep they ati1l

have
six
wrestlers
remaining to only three for
Sig Ep.
Points will begin to add up
quickly as teams are
awafded 14 points for having
a champion on their team in
any weight class. Ten points
is awarded for second, 7 for
third, and 4 for "fourth.
Four wrestlers still remain
in all weight classes except
for 123. The wrestlers are:
At 123 pounds - Lucbober
(Kappa Si&>, emu18rmo

(Sig Ep) and Fahrenkrog
(Sig Nu) .
At 130 pounds - Metze
(TKE) who won in this
division two years ago, Ward
(Alpha Phi Alpha), Young
(Campus) and Wacker (Sig
Nu).
At 137 pounds - Lambing
(Pi KA), Minter (Alpha PhI
Alpha) , Schaeperkoetter
(TKE) and Pries meyer
(Tech Eng.).
At 145 J)OUDde - Grant
(Kappa Sig), Bye (Beta

167.5
142.5

Sig ) , Jungklaus (Wesley)
and Lynch (Sig Ep).
At 152 pounds - Hoffman
(Kappa Sig) , Wood (TKE),
Sauner (Slg Ep) and
Maurice (A E Pl).
At 160 pounds - Coxon
<RHA) , Thompson (KA),
Strope (Lambda ChI) and
Maddox (Sig Nu).
At 167 pounds - Last
year's 152 pound champion
Hunter (Campus), last
year's champion at 160 and

WOtnen~
SOURCE:OPI

TKE's Bob Metze gets up after pinning his opponent in quarterfinal action.
Metze won the 130 lb. class in 1978.
(Photo by Stanfield)

Lux favored in conference
By DAN BROWN
The UMR track team will
end its indoor season this
Saturday as they compete in
the MIAA Conference ' track
meet at Central Missouri
State. They will begin their
outdoor season the last week
of March in a meet at
Bowling Green, Kentucky.
In the 600, Rick Lux will be
defending last year's conference title and is a heavy
favorite to win. Rick will also
join with Roddy Rogers,
Dave Millman and Rick
Welsh in the mile relay. The
relay team should be in the
running for a conference
title. This weekend they hope
'" break 3: 25 to establish a

new Miner record.
Rogers and Millman
should also have a ' decent
shot at placing in open
events. Roddy has consistently run the quarter in
52 seconds. If he can shave a
second or two off that he
should place easily. Dave
has brought his 880 time
down each week and has
looked
stronger
and
stronger. But he will have to
break 2:00 to place in the
half.
On the basis of Mark
Stucky's performance at
Mizzou, he should be right up
there with the leaders in the
1000-yard run. In fact he
might be the leader! Mark
should also place well in the

00000000000000000000000000000

We have
New Frat Shop
& Miner
Paraphernalia

at
KEY -========-

SPORT shan
1200 Pine

364-5495

&~ooo~~~~~~~

c......-

mile run.
Randy Shed's consistent
leaps of 45'10" indicate that
he has an 'excellent chance at
placing in the triple jump.
Randy will be trying to get
over the 46' mark this
weekend.

outstanding wrestler 1979
Brown (TKE) , Cooper
(Lambda Chi) and Snlder
(Beta Slg).
At 177 pounds - Defending champion and last
year's outstanding wrestler
of the tournament Fortune
(Slg Nu), Logan (campus).
Last year's winner at 191,
Henricks (Sig Ep) and
Sheldon (Kappa SIg).
At 191 pounds - Morrieaey
(Kappa Slg), McDermott

When a team finIshes a
season with a 5-17 record,
there usually aren't too
many reasons to smile. The
University of Missouri-Rolla
women's basketball team,
however, is an exception.
Despite their lowly record,
the Miners have quite a bit to
build on for next season.
Five of Annette Caruso's 10
team members are freshmen, and they all learned a
great deal during their initial
campaign.
"There were many freshmen mistakes that hurt our'
chances of winning, but the
young players benefited
from the playing time and I
think it will payoff," Caruso
said. "We have some fine
young players."
That comment Is backed
up with statistics, as the
leading scorer for the 1980-81
team was freshmari Laurie

(Sig
Nu),
Bockelman
(ROTC) and Hindshaw
(RHA) .
In the Heavyweight
Division - Lyon (ROTC),
Fizer (Phi Kappa Alpha),
ObrychI (MIlA-East) and
Sullentrop (Kappa SIg.).
These men will all be
wrestling tonight either In
the 1st or 3rd place matches
to decide who Is the next
UMR Intramural Wrestling
ctuunpiOO.

8-ball optitnistic

Behm. Behm had a l2.8
average,
while
most
valuable player Karen
Peacock, a senior, had a l2.2
mark. Becky Ommen was
the other double-figure
scorer with a 10.0 average.
Peacock, who finished her
four-year stint as a Miner as
the club's all-time leading
scorer with 1,042 points, is
the lone senior on the team.
Besides the career mark, she
also holds the single-game
record with 44 points in a

contest during her freshman
year.
One of the bright spots for
UMR was team rebounding,
as the Miners held a 46.4-44.3
edge over their opponents.
Ommen was the leading
rebounder at 6.9 per game,
while Peacock and freshman
Gail Halsey each had a 5.6
average.
Peacock received a gold
watch and roses during a
MVP award presentation at
her last game.
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ON ANY OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS CPE.
OR BUICK REGAL FROM STOCK
Financing 4 to 5%
under Prime thru GMAC

10% Discount on any AMCEAGLE-EAGLE Sx4-SPIRITCONCORD base price. SAVING
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JEEP CJ-5 4 Wheel Drive, Many .,2
Options
~

List Price
Now
Savings

$8201.
$7195.
$1006.

80 New Cars In Stock- Many in
Stock not reflecting previous
price increases.
Savings to $600.
Drive a Bargain today
and Save $$$
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Swimmers host conference
order to obtain maximum
points.

every year since 1974 except
for the 1979 season.
Team's participating in
On Friday, Feb. 20, the this year's conference meet
Miner swim team hosted the will be Central Mo. State,
Tigers from Mizzou. Mizzou, Northeast
Mo.
State,
a Big B school, with their Southeast Mo. State, Southwhole squad made up of good west Mo. State, UMSL and
swimmers, was favored to UMR. The team which will
win , and win they did. try giving the Miners the
Though the Miners put up a most trouble is Southwest.
good figh t, the Tigers They have several distance
overwhelmed them 92-36.
swimmers this year which
will help them grea tly .
Since the week following
their match-up with Mizzou, SEMO should place behind
the Miners have been Southwest due to the fact
preparing feverishly for the that they do not have the
MIAA Conference Meet, depth that UMR and Southwhich is to be held in Rolla west have. They only have
on March 5-7. UMR is highly one, maybe two, swimmers
favored to win the title again in each event who will place
this year as they have done high enough consistently in
By DAVE JONES

Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday with preliminary
heats being held in the afternoon and the finals at
night. Times at which the
meet is scheduled to begin a
1:00 p.m. for prelims on
Thursday and· Friday with
finals at 7:30 p.m. on
Thursday .and Friday. On
Saturday, prelims will begin
at 11: 00 a .m. with finals at
5:00 p.m.

of 9 titles in a row. There is
no admission fee charged
and conference T-shirts and
programs will be available
for reasonable rate!!. Also,
any person interested in
helping to keep time, is asked
to come to the pool office
before the start of the session
you want to time, and check
with Coach Pease.

In preparation for this
meet, the Miners have had a
good taper, which seems to
be working quite effectively
as of this time. Then, on the
day prior to the start of the
meet, they 'll shave down so
to reduce as much drag in
the water as possible. When
shaving down, all hair on the
swimmers arms, legs, and
chest is cut off, leaving a
We are hoping everyone
friction reduced surface.
attends and help cheer the
The meet will be held on UMR team on to their Bth out

This is the last meet for
swimmers and divers to
qualify for nationals. At this
time, UMR has five people
who have inade national

Riflemen claim second place

By DOUG MOSLEY
The Third Annual Miner
Invitational shooting tour--- ~-----~--------------1 nament was held this past
weekend at the UMR rifle
Valuable Coupon
range in the ROTC building.
Rose-Hulman Institute
captured first place in the
collegiate team division
while UMR's Gold team was
seventy-five points behind in
Memorial Weekend
second place.
TWIN BRIDGES CANOE RENTAL
Kemper
Military
Academy placed first in the
SS RTE. Bax 230 NORTH FORK R IV E;: R
ROTC team competition
West Plains , Mo 65775 (417 ) 256.7507
with
University
of
Jct.
MO.
Hwys
14
&
181
100 miles
L __________________
Wisconsin-Milwaukee. placing --second. The UMR
~~~~~~

Happy
St. Pat's Day

ROTC team placed fourth,
but only 207 points, (out of a
possible 2400), separated the
top four teams.
The
Fort
Benning,
Georgia, Junior Rifle Club
was the sole team entry in
the open division, but
scored 2,221 points, more
than any other team in the
competition. The Fort
Benning team is coached by
world famous marksman,
Lt. Col. Lones Wigger.
Rose-Hulman placed the
top five scores in the
collegiate category. Chuck
Liddon took top honors with

a 56B, (out of 600), score. Jim
Grygs placed second at 561
and Kevin Schalbacke
captured third at 544.
UMR did place four
marksmen of their own in
the top ten. Frank Wirtz
placed sixth and Ro\>in
Thompson placed seventh
with scores of 537 and 536
respectfully. Greg Hardy
and Steve Herzog tied for the
ninth and tenth spots at 530.
Three female competitors
placed in the top twenty
scores in the collegiate
category. Mary "Sammye"
Woods scored 520 to take 15th

PHa!S

~easure

to watch for the young and old
Rolla becomes a town of good cheer
Top it all off-have your dinner here!

1981

W ill be St. Pat's Parade.
He will greet all his friends
at McOonald's·Rolia after
the parade and perform his
majic tricks, The following
day he will be greeting all his
friends at the
St. Robert Store.

Congratulations to
Dennis Chapmen
Rolla's new
TOYOTA DEALER
Oh, what CI feeling!

rnea'ls''f'E!5' ,''
Bilt, very deieded : " She didn'T
say ' no' . She said PhOOey."

March 7· TO'M'\ sate of original SI. Pars Green.
to suit
everyone·50c to $7 .50 . Official oullets· McDonald' s and
do\'KItO'Ml Rolla Man.:h 12·5 :30 p. m.·tovvn beard CDntesf,
[)aoves Barber Shop (Rolla's Clip Joint) 1M'd'I1J...4:OO to 5:30

~: ~ :=!~,.I.i~~~PI:IoS~9~~O~

Multi· f\.Ji''PO$e Building. Man.:h 1"·11:OOam to 1:00 p. m. -The
7Jrd Annual St. Pars Parade. Ronald Mc:OonaId, eleo.en
bands, The St. Louis Zips B'ball team end a ITIJllltude of
celebrities ""';11 rT'IiI"dl, perform in this gata

UMR INTRAMURAL5 MEN
1981 TUGOFWARCHAMP'tONS
2ndAca

3rd Place
4th Place

MARCH
K i!I"I!I'I : " Don', letfhat 9d")o'OU
dio'Ml. A 'o'IQfTIiI1's 'no' often

place. Kathy Sutton turned
in a 507 score and Charmaine
Huff scored 503 points to take
the 1Bth and 19th spots. All
three competed for the
University of Kentucky
team.
Jon Behrman of Kemper
Military Academy took high
score in the ROTC division
with a 551 . Frank Wirtz of
UMR placed fifth with a 532
score and Greg Hardy
captured the 13th spot with a
502 score. Sue Roskos of
University of WisconsinMilwaukee placed seventh
with a score of 523.

ST. PAT'S BOARD SCHEDULE

St. Pat's Parade a sight 10 behold

Sill Burton CDflfided to Karen
~acod<. : " The v.orr'a"l I lo\'e
refvsedm.'ni!lrTillQel)r'Ol:lO$cll ."

cuts. They are Ray Gill, 1
and 3 meter dives; Paul
Stricker, 400 individual
medley and 400 medley
relay; Ed Krygier, 400
medley relay; Phil Danner,
400 medley relay; and Mike
Shive 400 medley relay.
Many more are expected to
qualify at conferllnce, since
all involved are well tapered.
Besides these UMR swimmers, six SEMO swimmers
have qualified, so the MIAA
Conference is going to be
well represented in the
Nationals.

AJljlETE OF THE WEEK
Chris RirlsomTKE Dave Unsey A Phi A

ACACIA
L..1Im:taChiAIPha

SigmaNu
~
TCAMOFniEWEEK

- -- - - - 'Acacia
Aca::ja

Thef'!!'S rrt>re in the m ddl e
of an Egg McMvtfi n than an
egg in The rriddle of

a rruHin ."
Say il in 1 secondS·wln
a bag of fr ies.
6 p.m. 109 p. m

Ed A USfin strolled up to the
II~der1tat

the bus stat ion, he

asJted : " HowfaSf ca'l lget

10 Chicago?"
Tl d<et Clm poinl inc;J out the

wi ndow: " That bus goes to
Chicago in 20 rri nut es."
Austin : "t'lilake II. That's
gn!at lirre."

,mlate a rrovie ster·win a bag
of fries IrriTate an animal ·"";n
a burger. Irritate a laughll'lc;J

Clint CaJ'T'l)betl : " What a
lousy party."
Kim Denny : "What happened?"
Clin T: "All n ight long they kept

saying there was a letter for rre
in the ne)(f room buT~~ tjrre
lhere was noth ing buT agin ."

hYl!fla' wln

a breakfas.l .

6pm.l09 p. m.
"When 'I'OU've gol a special lady
That's resisting every rrDW,
sn~ a froi l pie at Mcl:bnald's,
That'J1 put her in thegr'OO-..e."

"Good service isoo r rro"o,
flerfecIion is our guage
Fast and friendly service
is~tha"liuslaraqe ...

. 'The f inal test is o~,
And 'I'OU know 'f'OU've done
yoo r be!.t.
OropintoMcDonald's

For a 50da and a rest "
UM R MEAL PLAN

29 CA11.0FTH E WILDNlGHT 30

HULA HOOP NIGHT

Woll hOWl' wln a bag of

1 hoop·Wln a bag ol lries.
) hOops win a burver.
5eniOrCll izen,l hOOp.
'Nin a breakfas.t.
6 p.rn 109 p.rn

31

BIRTHDAY PARTIES

SECRETARIES
Righl ~ wl ns abreakfast .

fries. Tanan vell·win a
burger. Co~te hOwI·win
abreakfas.l .

6p.m. lo9 p. m
~

A edI; : "Why cb'l'T 'J'OU
make it 100 o/lnd really enjoy
~f?"

"Our llletofliSll
Isa goumrtdel ic;Jht ~
Tot:a i t wl th~
1t' \ Io\oll!atfi~tblte . "

"When the pia'tS I n ru ined
CaJSe the ski~ ~ less tha'l tair
McDonald's hot fudge sundae
Is a way to 5hOWyoo ~ ."

We cater fO all ages.
No fuss! No m.Jssl Call us!

34' 1 180, ask for manager.

McDonald's bi rthday~
available for hon"r part ies.

CREW BIRTHOAYS
Mir. 1 MiChael POinter
Mer. 2 1'horr'IaIs Bler1e
MilT. 7 TomAle01der
Mir.10
Genny Asher
MlIr.12 ~ Karmi
Ma'. \ B Jerry Thornhill
MItr. ) \
Debra Geist

Sign-Asces Birthstone-Aquanwi"e

BLACK CULTURE WEEK MARCH 23·21
Black Culture Week . March 21 through Mal"Ctl 28.
CUlmnetlnc;J dinner ar Qak Ml!lIdt:J.N Country Club · .. :00 p. m ,
Mard\ 28. CaU 36...·5781 ~t Jones for infom'Iafion.

FOR GRADE SCHOOL AND JUNIOR HIGH
Sign-Aries

8ir1hsfone..~ne

CREW PERSONOFTHEMONTH
TERRY BEECHER

" Whktl iSIheSfn:JngeSfda"(alfheSN!n?"
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